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Abstract

In this thesis, the nature of hysteretic response behavior of structures

subjected to strong seismic excitation, is examined. The earthquake ground

motion is modeled as a stochastic process and the dependence of the response

on system and excitation parameters, is examined. Consideration is given to the

drift of structural systems and its dependence on the low frequency content of

the earthquake spectrum. It is shown that commonly used stochastic excitation

models, are not able to accurately represent the low frequency content of the

excitation. For this reason, a stochastic model obtained by filtering a modulated

white noise signal through a second order linear filter is used in this thesis.

A new approach is followed in the analysis of the elasto-plastic system.

The problem is formulated in terms of the drift, defined as the sum of yield

increments associated with inelastic response. The solution scheme is based on

the properties of discrete Markov process models of the yield increment process,

while the yield increment statistics are expressed in terms of the probability

density of the velocity and elastic component of the displacent response. Using

this approach, an approximate exponential and Rayleigh distribution for the

yield increment and yield duration, respectively, are established. It is suggested

that, for duration of stationary seismic excitation of practical significance, the

drift can be considered as Brownian motion. Based on this observation, the

approximate Gaussian distribution and the linearly divergent mean square value

of the process, as well as an expression for the probability distribution of the

peak drift response, are obtained. The validation of these properties is done by

means of a Monte Carlo simulation study of the random response of an elasto

plastic system.

Based on this analysis, the first order probability density and first pas

sage probabilities for the drift are calculated from the probability density of the
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velocity and elastic component of the response, approximately obtained by gen

eralized equivalent linearization. It is shown that the drift response statistics

are strongly dependent on the normalized characteristic frequency and strength

of the excitation, while a weaker dependence on, the bandwidth of excitation is

noted.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION.

The safety of structures subjected to strong seismic excitation is of major con

cern for Civil Engineers, since the destructive effect of such an earthquake may

have severe social and economic implications. Since the begining of this century

large seismic events, such as the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 and the Tokyo

earthquake of 1923, directed the attention of the scientific community toward

the seriousness of the earthquake problem and the need for antiseismic structural

design. In the last decades, intensive research has led to major improvements

in antiseismic design and a better overall understanding of earthquake related

problems. However, recent events, such as the Mexico City earthquake of 1985,

suggest that structural safety problems are far from being solved and confirm

that future research is required.

Most structures exhibit hysteretic response behaviour when subjected to

strong seismic excitation. Thus, the analysis of such nonlinear systems is of

major significance in the field of Earthquake Engineering. Due to the stochastic

nature of earthquake excitation, the theory of random vibration is often used for

this purpose. However, in general, analytical results on the response of nonlinear

systems to stochastic excitation, as opposed to the case of a deterministic input,

are far more difficult to obtain. The implication is that models of both structural

systems and earthquake excitation should be simple, while maintaining their

ability to capture the basic features of the physical problem.

Two basic methods, the now classical equivalent linearization and the yield

increment approach, exemplified by the works of Caughey (43) and Karnopp

and Scharton (39), respectively, have been followed in the analysis of the ran

dom response of hysteretic systems. Caughey, the first to examine the random

response of a bilinear hysteretic system, obtained approximate results for the

velocity and displacement response, for the case of white noise excitation, using
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the Krylov-Bogoliubov method of equivalent linearization. It should be noted

that this approximate method is based on the assumption of narrowbanded re

sponse behaviour and that Iwan and Lutes (44) showed that in the case of an

elasto-plastic or nearly elasto-plastic system, the narrowbandness assumption is

not applicable and leads to inaccurate response statistics. Thus, the applicabil

ity of this and similar techniques is restricted to the case of hysteretic systems

which exhibit hardening behavior. This result is a consequence of the approx

imation technique which does not provide information regarding the nature of

the hysteretic response behavior.

In contrast, the method proposed by Karnopp and Scharton is physically

motivated. They formulate the problem in terms of the yield increment asso

ciated with inelastic response. The yield increment statistics were calculated

from the stationary probability density function of an associated linear system.

Although the method provides the basis for understanding hysteretic response

behavior, computational difficulties which result from the complexity of the dif

fusion equation for the yield increment process, limit its applicability and they

obtained no results regarding the drift statistics.

A significant factor in analyzing the random response of structural systems

is the approximate modeling of earthquake excitation as a stochastic process.

Housner (25) was the first to introduce a stochastic model when he defined the

earthquake process as the sum of a large number of impulses which arrive at

random times, i.e., a white noise process. Refinements to the model include

stationary models (see Kanai (26), (27); Tajimi, (28)) and transient models

(see Shinozuka and Sato (34); Jennings, Housner and Tsai (33); Saragoni and

Hart (35)). Of particular significance is the work by Hanks and McGuire (61)

and Boore (30) who propose approximate analytical model for the acceleration

spectrum. The importance of their contribution, particulary with respect to
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the w-squared asymptotic .expression for the .low fr.equencyof the earthquake

acceleration spectrum, is more fully discussed in a later section.

The objective of the research conducted in this thesis is to continue the

progress in the area discussed above by developing solution techniques which

provide an understanding of the hysteretic response behavior for a general class

of models, including the elasto-plastic system. For this purpose, particular at

tention is given to the nature of the drift response and its dependence on both

system and excitation parameters.

The problem is formulated in Chapter 2 through a discussion of available

models of hysteretic behavior and seismic excitation. Based on this investigation,

it is determined that the multilinear hysteretic model is the appropriate one to be

considered in the remainder of this research. Additionally, a stochastic seismic

model, capable of defining the basic features of earthquake ground motion, is

chosen for application in this analysis.

In Chapters 3 and 4 consideration is given to two classes of problems corre

sponding to hysteretic models exhibiting hardening behaviour and to the elasto

plastic system.

Approximate solutions for the second order response statistics of systems

exhibiting hardening behavior are examined in Chapter 3. Following the for

mulation of Asano and Iwan (48), the hysteretic restoring force is expressed in

terms of an additional state variable corresponding to the elastic component of

the displacement response. A higher order equation of motion which is indepen

dent of the response history is then derived. Accurate estimates of the second

order response statistics are obtained by the method of transient equivalent

linearization.

Chapters 4 and 5 address the nature of the drift response behavior and thus

represent the core of the contribution towards a better general understanding
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of hysteretic behavior contained in this thesis. More specifically, in Chapter 4

the drift of an elastcrplastic system is expressed as the sum of yield increments

associated with inelastic response. The approximate diffusion equation for the

drift is obtained by considering simplified discrete Markov process models of

the yield increment process. Through the analysis of these models, the drift

properties are obtained. It is shown that for stationary seismic excitation of long

duration the drift approaches Brownian motion behavior. This implies that the

probabilistic structure of the drift process is defined by a single parameter.

Finally, in Chapter 5, an approximate solution scheme is derived for the

calculation of the response statistics of an elastcrplastic system. The dependence

of the response on system and excitation parameters is then examined.
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Chapter 2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM.

The objective of this Chapter is to examine the analytical models related to

the inelastic response of structural systems to strong earthquake excitation.

2.1 Equation of motion.

Although structural systems can be examined from a continuum point

of view, the complicated geometry and the inhomogeneous material properties

make such an approach extremely complex and ineffective. For this reason, by

appropriate discretization of the equation of motion, the structure is commonly

modeled as a finite-dimensional dynamic system. In the case of a linear equa

tion of motion, further simplification of the problem is obtained by using modal

analysis. Then, the system response can be accurately predicted by considering

the contribution of first significant modes of oscillation. In many cases, even

a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) analysis may provide useful information re

garding the dynamics of the structural system. The SDOF analysis is often

applied in nonlinear systems where analytical solutions for the multi-degree-of

freedom (MDOF) system are practically impossible to obtain.

Figure 2.1 gives an example of a simple structural system which is approx

imated as a SDOF. The equation of motion for the single-degree-of-freedom

system is given by

mx + f(x, x, t) = -mii(t), (2.1)

where x, x are the relative displacement and velocity of the mass, f(x, X, t) is

a general nonlinear restoring force and a(t) represents the ground motion ac

celeration. Although the system governed by equation (2.1) represents a very

simplified form of the actual structural system, it can be considered as a general

basis for the investigation of the inelastic structural response to seismic excita

tion and can provide useful information regarding the features of the response
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and dependence on system and excitation parameters. For this reason, the anal

ysis presented in this thesis is based on the single-degree-of-freedom oscillator.

A detailed examination of models for the restoring force is presented in

Section 2.2, while the modeling of the earthquake excitation as a stochastic

process is discussed in Section 2.3.

2.2 Models for hysteretic behaviour.

2.2.1 Review.

The restoring force related to the inelastic constitutive material behaviour

is, in general, of hysteretic form. The history dependence of the equation of

motion makes the analysis of such systems extremely difficult. Because the

study of history dependent systems becomes even more complex in the case

of a stochastic excitation, in nonlinear random vibration analysis, models for

hysteretic behaviour are frequently defined in terms of additional state variables.

A class of models based on this principle is the one initially introduced

by Bouc (38) and later generalized by Wen (56). The hysteretic behaviour is

modeled by defining a state variable z(t), for which the following equation of

motion is satisfied.

or,

mx + go (x, x) + z(t) = -ma(t),

for n odd,

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

for n even, (2.2c)

where a,,B,A,n-are model parameters and go(x,x) is a general nonhysteretic

component of the restoring force. This class of models has been generalized for

different types of constitutive behaviour such as stiffness deterioration, pinching

of hysteretic loops and two dimensional problems. A detailed review of all these
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models has been done in a recent paper by Wen (58). The main weakness of the

model is the lack of physical motivation and the inconsistent behaviour under

cyclic loading, as is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The merit of the model lies in its

simplicity and succesful application in different fields of structural engineering,

such as random vibration and system identification.

2.2.2 The distributed element model for hysteresis.

The simplest form of hysteretic behaviour is elastic, perfectly plastic be

haviour for which the restoring force-deflection diagram is plotted in Figure

2.3a. A physical system that exhibits such a constitutive relation is illustrated

in Figure 2.3b. It consists of a linear spring, with stiffness K, in series with a

Coulomb or slip damper with maximum allowable force K x y• This system can

be considered an ideal elasto-plastic unit.

Following the approach used in Section 2.2.1, a state variable yet) can be

defined as the elastic component of the deflection. Then, y(t) will satisfy the

following incremental equation

dy= {O
dx

if Iyl = x y and ydx > OJ
otherwise,

(2.3)

where X y represents the yielding level. Equation (2.3) specifies that the elonga

tion of the spring element is restricted to -Xy $ y $ x ll •

Consider a system that exhibits such constitutive behaviour. Then, in the

presence of additional viscous damping, the equation of motion will become

where

x+ 2~owox + w5Y = -aCt),

if = xg(y),

( ) = {O if Iyl = xll and yx > OJ
g y 1 otherwise,

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

(2.4c)
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Figure 2.2
Force deflection diagram for the hysteretic model described by equation 2.2. The
model exhibits inconsistent behaviour under cyclic loading. A = 1, IX = f3 = .5,
n = 1. (a) An example of stiffness strengthening under symetric cyclic loading.
(b) An example of stiffness deterioration under cyclic loading.
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Elasto-plastic model. (a) Restoring force diagram. (b) Idealized physical system.
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and
2 k

WO=
m

(2.4d)

is the natural frequency of the linearized system corresponding to small displace

ments.

An alternative formulation for this model was used by Asano and Iwan (48),

by defining a state variable t/> , such that

(2.5)

The equation of motion may then be approximated by

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

where

gdt/>, x, xy) = t/>{h(t/>+xy) - h(t/>- xy)} +xy{h(t/>- xy)h(x) - h(-t/> - xy)h(-x)},

(2.6c)

g2( t/>, x, xy) = x{h(t/>+xy)-h(t/>-xy)+h(t/>-xy)h(-x)+h(-t/>-xy)h(x)}, (2.6d)

where h(...) is the unit step function and t/> is defined on the whole real axis. For

applications to probabilistic problems, the formulation used by Asano and Iwan

has the advantage that the response variables are defined on a infinite domain.

Approximate distributions, such as Gaussian or Hermite polynomial expansions,

can be applied for this case, as it will be shown later in this thesis.

When analyzing the inelastic response of hysteretic systems, it is very im

portant to consider the drift, or the plastic deformation of the structure. For

the elastoplastic unit, the drift, z, is exactly the relative displacement of .the slip

damper element, or

z = x-yo (2.7)
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In contrast with the case of an elasto-plastic system, the drift of the hysteretic

model described in Section 2.2.1 cannot be defined in terms of the response

variables. From Figure 2.2b it can be also noted that the constitutive relation

of the model described by equation (2.2) introduces artificial drift in the system

response.

A more general class of hysteretic systems is the distributed hysteretic

model introduced by Iwan (37). Consider such system, consisting of a linear

spring with stiffness maow5, a linear viscous damper and a distribution mw(E)

of normalized elasto-plastic elements with yielding level E, such that

(2.8)

The equation of motion for the system subjected to earthquake excitation will

then be given by

(2.9a)

where

(2.9b)

It was shown by Iwan that the continuous distributed model defined by equa

tions (2.8) and (2.9) is capable of describing the hysteretic behaviour of a large

class of structural systems. A special case of the continuous distributed model

is the multilinear hysteretic model, illustrated in Figure 2.4. The system corre

sponds to a discrete distribution of elasto-plastic elements. For n such elements,

equation (2.9) reduces to the following form

n

X+ 2~wox + aow~x + w5 L aigl(4)i,X,Xy ,) = -a(t),
i=l

(2.10a)
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[ f(x)

Figure 2.4
The Distributed-Element model for hysteresis.

x(t)
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where

and
n

LQi = (1- QO).
i=l

(2.10b)

(2.10c)

Although from the physics of the problem the coefficients Qo, Qi i = 1, ..., n,

are nonnegative quantities, the mathematical model derived can be also used for

negative values of those parameters. In particular, the parameter 0:0 gives the

asymptotic behaviour for large deflections. Linear gravity effects can be modeled

approximately by taking a negative value for the parameter Qo.

The analysis presented in this thesis is based on the multi-linear hysteretic

system. In Chapter 3, the response of systems exhibiting hardening behaviour

(Qo > 0, £Xi > 0 for i = 1, ..., n) and the dependence on excitation and system

parameters is examined. Finally, the nature of the drift of structural systems

subjected to seismic excitation, as well as its dependence on the frequency con

tent of the excitation, are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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2.3 Stochastic modeling of strong earthquake ground motion.

2.3.1 Introduction.

A successful antiseismic study should be based on a knowledge of all poten

tial earthquake excitations that could strike the site of a structure in consider

ation. Theoretically, the class of possible ground motions could be determined

if information were available regarding the local conditions, material properties,

neighbouring fault systems and the nature of expected fault rupture processes.

The lack of such information and the complexity of the analytical problem that

must be solved make this approach practically impossible to achieve. Alterna

tively, empirical methods can be applied in order to define appropriate models

for the seismic excitation. It appears that deterministic models cannot be used

for this purpose unless an analytical approach is applied to calculate the displace

ment field from a given fault mechanism. Defining the excitation as belonging

to a general class of signals with prescribed time and frequency domain prop

erties (duration, peak acceleration, total energy, energy distribution over the

frequency range, etc.), appears as a more suitable approach. Stochastic models

of the seismic excitation are an example of such an approach, and often have

been used in examining the seismic response of structural systems.

The only limitation of the stochastic models is that the analytical methods

for the analysis of nonlinear systems subjected to random excitation are far

more complex than for the case of a deterministic input. For this reason, the

mathematical description of the stochastic models should be relatively simple.
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2.3.2 Stationary models.

Stationary stochastic models have often been used for the representation of

the frequency content of long duration seismic ground motion. Consider an input

earthquake acceleration, a(t), of duration to. The Fourier amplitude spectrum

of the excitation, A(w), and the total energy, 10, are defined as

JOO itoA(w) = I a(t)exp....iwtdtl = I a(t)exp-iwtdtl
-00 0

and

i
to

10 = 0 a2 (t)dt.

It can be proven by application of the Parseval's relation that

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

From equation (2.13) it can be noticed that the Fourier amplitude spectra, A(w),

describes the distribution of the excitation energy over the frequency domain.

For a stationary stochastic model, the frequency content of the excitation is

given by the power spectral density, ~aa(w). The relationship between ~aa(w)

and A(w) can be established in the case of a long duration strong ground motion

acceleration, as follows. Recall, that for a weakly stationary random process,

a(t), the spectral density function, q)aa(w), is defined as

(2.14a)

where Ato(w,to) is the finite Fourier transform over a record of length to, or

(2.14b)

Equations (2.11) and (2.14) imply that

(2.15)
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which suggests that the spectral density function ~aa(w) is proportional to the

mean square value of the excitation Fourier amplitude spectrum.

A stationary stochastic model of the seismic excitation is defined by specify

ing the spectral density function, ~aa(w). As can be seen from equation (2.15),

~aa(w) is given by the analytical amplitude spectrum, A(w), of the actual eartp.

quake ground motion. Boore (30), by analyzing the available records of seismic

ground motion acceleration, obtained the following approximate expression for

A(w)

A(w) = CMo w
2

[1 + (wJw )2"]-1/2e-wR/2Q{3
R 1+(wJwe }2 m ,

(2.16a)

where C, Mo, We, wm , s, Q, (3 and R are model parameters. From equation

(2.16a), the asymptotic behaviour for A(w) is obtained as

and

A(w) "" w2 as w -+- 0 (2.16b)

(2.16c)

For applications to the nonlinear random response of structural systems,

the stochastic excitation models should be mathematically tractable. Analytical

results in the theory of random vibration can be obtained primarly for the case

of Gaussian white noise excitation. For this reason, the models discussed in

this section are obtained by appropriate filtering of a white noise excitation.

Consider the excitation, a(t), defined as

where x(t) is the solution of the following equation

L n , [x(t)] = e(t),

(2.17a)

(2.17b)
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where €(t), is a zero mean Gaussian white noise excitation with autocorrelation

and spectral density function given by

and

E[e(t)] = 0,

Ree(r) = E[e(t)e(t + r)] = SoS(r),

So
epee(w) = -,

21r

(2.18a)

. (2.18b)

(2.18c)

and M n1 and Ln'J are nl and n2 order linear operators with nl < n2'

The spectral density function of the process aCt), epaa(w) is then given by

(2.19)

where Hi1(w) and Hi,/(w) are the transfer functions corresponding to the linear

operators Mnl and Ln'J' respectively. For nonlinear problems, the stationary

stochastic model defined by equation (2.17) can be simply incorporated into

the equation of motion and the problem is reduced to the case of white noise

excitation. The rational filters are also physically motiva.ted, and correspond

to the modeling of the earth as a discrete dynamic system. For this reason,

excitation models given by equation (2.17) are often used in the analysis of the

random response of nonlinear structural systems.

An example of such a physically motivated formulation is the model defined

by Kanai (26), (27) and Tajimi (28), often used in earthquake engineering. The

excitation, aCt), is given by

(2.20a)

where

(2.20b)
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and ~g, wg are model parameters reflecting the local site conditions. The spectral

density function for the Kanai-Tajimi filter is

.To. . So wi + 4~;w;w2
'*'K-T = 21r (w~ _ W2)2 +4~~W~W2 .

This is illustrated in Figure 2.5a for different values of the model parameter, ~g.

In Chapter 3 it will be shown that the drift of hysteretic structures is highly

dependent on the low frequency content of the earthquake ground motion ac

celeration. The Kanai-Tajimi filter does not give a good representation for this

frequency range. Recall that the asymptotic behaviour for w -t 0 is ~aa (w) .-.J w4

(equation 2.16b), while in the case of the Kanai-Tajimi filter, ~aa(O) = ~. It

is suggested that the K-T model can not be used in the analysis of the hys

teretic response behaviour. For this reason, an alternative model is introduced

in Section 2.3.4.
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2.3.3 Nonstationary models.

Stationary models can only be used for the case of long duration excitation,

for which transient information is of no practical significance. In order to ac

count for the transient nature of the seismic excitation, the time modulation of

a stationary process may be-considered. Define the process aCt) as a time modu

lation of the zero mean stationary process w (t) by applying a time window ¢ (t) ,

or

aCt) = ¢(t)w(t). (2.22)

In this case, the nonstationary mean square value or the envelope function for

the process aCt) is given by

(2.23)

where U w is the stationary RMS value of the process wet).

The envelope function of the excitation, defined by equation (2.23), provides

the required information regarding the time domain properties of the process.

Several empirical forms of modulation functions have been proposed in the lit

erature. The intensity, duration and buildup time of the seismic excitation are

expressed in terms of a few model parameters. The simplest form is defined by

a boxcar type modulation, where

if 0 :$ t :$ T,,;
otherwise.

(2.24)

Jennings, Housner and Tsai (33) defined a modulation function composed of a

quadratic buildup phase, a constant phase and an exponentialy decaying tail.

Shinozuka and Sato (34) proposed the form:

(3 > 0: > O. (2.25)
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Finally, Saragoni and Hart (35) suggested an envelope of the form:

a,{3 > o. (2.26)

The effect of modulation on the frequency content cannot be given in a

simple form. It shoUld be noted that in the case of a short duration signal,

the frequency decomposition of the modulation function can alter the desired

frequency content possessed by the stationary process. It is understood that the

effect will be less evident for the case of a long duration excitation.

The modulated stationary model cannot be applied for cases in which a

significant change in the frequency content is noticed during the duration of the

record. To represent such cases, Saragoni and Hart (35) introduced an excitation

model defined by three distinct, modulated stationary processes accounting for

the arrival of longitudinal, shear and surface waves. For the modulated filtered

white norse (MFWN) models, the order in which filtering and modulation are

applied lacks a physical interpretation. Indeed, modulation should be associated

with source mechanisms, while the filtering is the result of the transition path.

A more physical model is the filter modulated white noise (FMWN) process,

which is obtained by passing a deterministic modulated Gaussian white noise

signal through a filter with prescribed transfer function. The observations made

in the previous section regarding models for filters and modulation functions

remain valid for the FMWN model. A comparison between the two methods

was done by Smith (60). To summarize his conclusions, it can be proven that

for a modulated stationary process, the envelope function is given by the square

of the modulation function, while the frequency content of the filter is in general

altered. In contrast, for a FMWN model the frequency of the filter is pre

served, while the envelope function is in general altered. For a smoothly varying

modulation and spectral density function, the two methods give approximately
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identical results, as shown by Shinozuka and Sato (34) and Smith (60). This

comparison suggests the difficulty that can be encountered in trying to define a

time series of finite duration with a specified amplitude spectrum (Boore (30)).

2.3.4 Proposed model for stochastic seismic excitation.

Even though the number of available stochastic .models for the earthquake

excitation is quite large, only a few of them can be used for analytical inves

tigation of the random response of hysteretic systems. As mentioned earlier,

the only models that can be used systematically for this purpose are the ones

obtained by passing a modulated white noise signal through a linear filter. For

this reason, the white noise process and the Kanai-Tajimi filter are frequently

used for the stochastic analysis of structural systems. In Section 2.3.2, it was

shown that these models cannot be used in the analysis of hysteretic structural

behaviour, due to the incorrect modeling of the low frequency content of the

seismic ground motion acceleration.

For applications to the modeling of earthquakes that possess a characteristic

frequency, the following model for the excitation a(t), is proposed

(2.27a)

where

(2.27b)

and initial conditions

(2.27c)

A boxcar type envelope function, e(t), of duration T~, is employed, where

(2.27d)
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W g , ~g are model parameters and e(t) is a white noise process described by

and

E[e(t)) = 0

E[e(t)e(t + r)J = So8(r).

(2.27e)

(2.27f)

A similar model was proposed by Kameda (29), but it has not been used very

often for the stochastic analysis of hysteretic systems. This model belongs to

the same family of models as the Kanai-Tajimi filter, in the sense that both are

obtained by the use of a second-order linear filter.

By allowing T4 -+ 00, a stationary process is obtained for which the spectral

density function ~ 11 (w) is given by

So 4s';2w2
W

2

~ (w) - - g g (2.28)
fJ - 211" (w2 - w~)2 + 4~;w~w2'

A comparison between the spectral density of the present model and the

Kanai-Tajimi model is given in Figure 2;5 for different values of the parameter

~g' The acceleration spectrum in the case of the proposed model possesses

an asymptotic which is linear in omega for w -+ O. This can be viewed as

an improvement over the Kanai-Tajimi filter. At the same time, the model

parameters have a precise physical interpretation; wg corresponds to the peak

frequency of the process, ~g is a measure of the bandwidth and So accounts for

the strength of the process.

The envelope function of the process, O'~(t), defined as

(2.29)

is illustrated in Figure 2.6 for different values of the bandwidth of excitation, ~g,

and for duration T4 = 15Tg • Tgrepresents the natural period of the linear filter.

As T4 -+ 00, the envelope function reaches a stationary value, (T~4 given by

(2.30)
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Practically speaking, this value is achieved after only a few periods of excitation,

as noticed in Figure 2.6.

The boxcar type modulation function used in this model is a simplified

representation of the central portion of the strong motion and accounts approx

imately for the shear wave contribution to the strong motion. As a FMWN

model, the modulation function is altered by the filtering process, as shown in

Figure 2.6. The buildup and tail components of the envelope function should

not be considered as a realistic explanation of the actual phenomenon because

they are described in terms of the same model parameters S-g, wg • For an actual

earthquake, these components contain information regarding the longitudinal

and surface wave contributions to the record.

A stochastic seismic model for applications in the analysis of hysteretic

structures is proposed in this section. Although of a very simple form, the

proposed model is capable of defining the basic features of earthquake ground

motion, such as duration, strength and frequency content. Because of the in

fluence of the low frequency content of the excitation on drift response, the

proposed model is prefered over the Kanai-Tajimi model. It is also selected over

other more complex models, due to its applicability in the analysis of nonlin

ear random vibration problems. In the numerical examples illustrated in this

thesis, the bandwidth of excitation is chosen equal to S-g = 0.25 and ~g = 0.50,

corresponding to narrowbanded and broadbanded excitation, respectively. The

duration is choosen equal to Ta = 25To, where To is the natural period of the

system. For actual structural systems, Ta = 25To, corresponds to a duration of

approximately 5-75 sec.
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Chapter 3. APPLICATION OF EQUIVALENT LINEARIZATION

IN THE ANALYSIS OF HYSTERETIC SYSTEMS.

3.1 Introduction.

The objective of this Chapter is to identify the basic features of the ran

dom response of hysteretic structural systems subjected to stochastic seismic

excitation. Approximate solutions for the second order response statistics of

such systems have been introduced by Caughey (43), Kobori, Minai and Suzuki

(46),(47), Asano and Iwan (48) and Wen (57). Caughey was the first to propose

an approximate solution for the random response of a bilinear hysteretic system

subjected to white noise excitation. The parameters of an equivalent linear sys

tem were calculated with the method of slowly varying parameters. As shown by

Iwan and Lutes (44), the method produces very good results for the case of nar

rowbanded response, while for an elasto-plastic or nearly elasto-plastic system,

the method underestimates the RMS value of the displacement response by up

to 60 percent. Kobori, Minai and Suzuki (47) and Wen (56) formulated the hys

teretic constitutive behaviour in terms of additional state variables. Following

this procedure, a higher dimension and independent of response history equa

tion of motion is obtained. With the use of generalized equivalent linearization,

and for white noise excitation, Asano and Iwan (48) and Wen (57), obtained

accurate estimates of the second order response statistics.

The discussion presented in this Chapter is based on the random response of

multilinear hysteretic systems; the problem is solved approximately by transient

equivalent linearization (Asano and Iwan). The formulation of the solution

scheme and numerical results for transient and stationary response statistics

are presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. A comparison between this

approximate scheme and the equivalent linearization introduced by Caughey is
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presented in Section 3.5.

In Section 3.5, it is shown that the nature of hysteretic response behaviour

cannot be described only in terms of the RMS value of the process. For this

reason, the drift and the frequency content of the displacement response are ex

amined in Sections 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. In particular, the dependence of the

displacement response frequency content upon the stochastic seismic excitation

model is also discussed in Section 3.7.

3.2 Equation of motion.

The equation of motion for the nondeteriorating hysteretic system described

in Section 2.2.2 is given by the following set of equations

n

X + 2~wox + 0:0W5X + W5 L Ciigl(tPi, x, x y ;) = -a(t)
i=l

(3.la)

Vi = l,n, (3.lb)

where
n

L O:i = 1 - 0:0,

i=l

(3.le)

and gd...) and g2( ... ) are nonlinear functions given by equations (2.6c) and

(2.6d).

Following the analysis presented in Section 2.3, a general stochastic model

for the earthquake ground motion acceleration, a(t), obtained by filtering a

modulated zero mean Gaussian white noise signal through a second order linear

filter, is defined as

(3.ld)

where xg(t) is the solution of the following equation

(3.le)
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with

(3.1!)

and e(t), €(t) are defined in Section 2.3 by equations (2.27d)- (2.27f).

By setting bi = b2 = 1, the Kanai-Tajimi model is recovered, while bi = 1,

b2 = 0 corresponds to the model defined by the equations (2.27a)-(2.27c). The

equation of motion, (3.1), can be put into the following m-dimensional stochastic

differential equation form

dudi = a(u) + e(t)w(t),

with m = n + 4 and u, w(t), a(u) defined as

Wrn(t) = €(t); Wi(t) = 0 for i = 1, ... ,m-1

(3.2)

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

n

a2(u) = -2~WOU2 -a:OW6U l + 2~gwgblUrn + w;b2urn-l- W6 L a:igl(Ui+2,U2,Xy;)
i=1

ai(u) = 92(Ui, U2, xYi - 2 ) j = 3, ..., m - 2

arn-I(u) = Urn

(3.3c)

The system governed by equations (3.2) and (3.3) is a nonlinear dynamic

system subjected to nonparametric stochastic excitation. For the case of filtered

white noise excitation, the problem can be rigorously formulated in terms of

the diffussion equation for the probability density of the response process. In

this chapter, the method of generalized equivalent linearization is used for the
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calculation of approximate velocity and displacement response statistics. For a

rigorous examination of the theory of stochastic processes and nonlinear random

vibration, see Ito (2), Stratonovich (3), (4), Caughey (6), Lin (7) or Crandall

and Mark (8).

3.3 Equivalent linear system.

The equivalent linearization technique is a method applied directly to the

equation of motion of the system. It was introduced independently by Booton

(15) and Caughey (14). Later the method was generalized by Iwan and Yang

(16), Spanos and Iwan (19), Atalik and Utku (17) and for general nonstationary

response, by Iwan and Mason (18). The idea of the method is to approximate

the nonlinear stochastic equation

dudi = a(u) + e(t)w(t) (3.2)

by a linear equation,
dy
dt = Ay + e(t)w(t). (3.4)

The parameters of the equivalent linear system are calculated such that the

norm of the difference between the two sets of equations is minimized by yet),

the solution of equation (3.4). The minimization is performed in the mean value

sense. That is, one looks for the set of parameters Ai,., components of the matrix

A, which will minimize the expected value of the norm of the error e*, defined

where

e(y) = aCyl - Ay.

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

The case most examined and for which the following analysis is valid, is the case

of zero mean response of a nonlinear system subjected to zero mean Gaussian

white noise excitation.
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From the minimization of the mean of €* , an expression for the parameters

of the linear system is obtained in the form

E[yyT]A = E[yaT(y)]. (3.6)

(3.8a)

Atalik and Utku(17), by considering a Gaussian distributed process y, and as

suming continuity of the partial derivatives in equation (3.7), obtained the fol

lowing expression for A
aai

Aii = E[-a lu=y]. (3.7)
tJ.i

For Gaussian white noise excitation, y, the solution of equation (3.4) is a multi-

dimensional Gaussian distributed .pr.oc.ess1 .and .thec.ovaria.n.ce matrix satisfies

the following covariance equation:

~Q = AQ + QAT +BDB T,

where

Q(to) = Qo

and

Qii = E[YiYi]'

For w(t) given by (3.3b) and (2.27d)-(2.27f), it is implied that

(BDBT)ii = CimCime2 (t)So.

(3.8b)

(3.8e)

(3.9)

By applying equation (3.7), and for a(u) given by (3.3c), the following expression

for the matrix A is obtained:
o 1 I 0 0 10 0

-aow5 -Bo I -alw5C21 -an W5C2n I w;b2 2~gwgbl
------1----------- ----1-------
o C41 I CS 1 0 0 I 0 0

A= I 0 0 I
o C4n I 0 0 CSn I 0 0
-------1--- ---- --------1-------
o 0 I 0 0 10 1
o 0 I 0 0 I -w; -2~gwg

(3.10)
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where

and for i = 1, ... , n

n

Bo = 2~wo +W5 L ~Cli,
i=l

(3.11)

(3.12a)

(3.12b)

(3.12c)

(3.12d)

It should be pointed out that the functions gl (Xl, X2, xs), g2 (Xl, X2, X3) are not

continously differentiable in a rigorous sense. Nevertheless, it can be considered

that the derivative of the unit step function h(x), defined as

h(x) = { 1,
0,

exists in a weak sense, and is equal to

if x ~ OJ
otherwise

(3.13a)

ahax = 6(x). (3.13b)

In the previous equation 6(x) is the Dirichlet delta function.

By substituting equations (2.6c) and (2.6d) into (3.12), an expression for

the coefficients (Cii, j = 1, ... ,4; i = 1, ... , n) is obtained. This expression is a

generalization of the results obtained by Asano and Iwan (48), and is given by

(3.14)
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.. ~.
( ) -~ ( )C f

XYi xyie' J XyiPi
2i = er - enC

y'2uqn y'21ruqn y'2uqn(1- pr)
(3.15)

1
CSi =-

1r

C4i = ~(l+erf();;;)) - ~!oo. e-t'erf( Pi 2 t )dt, (3.17)
2 2uqn Y 1r ~ - 11 - p.

V'tTif'i V ~

where Uqn, Ux , Uxqn , Pi are defined by the following relations

(3.18a)

(3.18b)

(3.18c)

(3.18d)
U:i;qn

Pi =
vU:i;Uqn

In equation (3.18), erf(x) and erfc(x) are the error function and the complemen-

tary error function respectively, defined as

1 fa; ,
erf(x) = . r;; e-t dt

y1r -a;

(3.19a)

and

erfc(x) = l-erf(x). (3.19b)

An approximate solution for the transient response covariance matrix, Q,

can be obtained by solving the set of simultaneous equations (3.7) and (3.8) for

the particular values of the parameters of the equivalent linear system given by

the relations (3.10)-(3.12) and (3.14-3.19). The integration of equations (3.7),
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(3.8a) is in general done numerically. It should be pointed out that the ex

pression (3.17) for (C4i ; i = 1, ...,n) contains an infinite integral, which cannot

be expressed in terms of elementary functions and a numerical integration will

require a high computational effort. Asano and Iwan (48) have shown that for

small values of (Pi; i=1,... ,n), equation (3.11) can be replaced by

( ( ))

,.2

1 x y. 1 -~ Pi
C4i = - 1 + erf • - -e <Tt/>i ,

2 V2q4Yi 11" V1 - Pt
which corresponds to the first term in the series expression of the infinite integral

in the equation (3.17). For cases of practical interest, the error introduced by

using equation (3.17') instead of (3.17) is negligible while the computational

effort is reduced by about 25 times.

Because the probability density function of the response of a linear system

subjected to zero mean Gaussian excitation is a zero mean Gaussian distribution,

the covariance matrix, Q(t), gives a full probabilistic description for the response

statistics.

As shown in Appendix A, in the case of a stationary excitation and if a sta

tionary solution of the covariance equation exists, the spectral density function,

~xx, and the transfer function, H:& (iw), of the displacement response are given

by

(3.20)

and

(3.21)

where

(3.22a)

(3.22b)
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3.4 Numerical results of equivalent linearization.

Consider the bilinear hysteretic system. illustrated in Figure 3.1. The equation

of motion is given by

(3.23a)

and

(3.23b)

with gl and g2 given by equation (2.6). By introducing the state variable, ¢,

a third-order equation of motion for the drift response variables is obtained,

while the equation of motion given by equation (3.23) becomes independent of

the time history of the response. For the analysis presented in this section, the

excitation model given by equation (2.27), is considered, Le. bi = 1 and b2 = 0

in equation (3.1d).

For the case of a bilinear hysteretic system, the normalized excitation peak

frequency, w~, normalized time, 1", ductility ratio, p,:z;, and normalized excitation

RMS value, (1~ can be defined as follows (Appendix B):

, wg
(3.24a)w =-

g Wo

r = wot (3.24b)

x
(3.24c)p,:z; =-y

and
, (7a JSOWg~g

aa = w5Y - w5Y (3.24d)

Without loss of generality, the analysis for the elastic, perfectly plastic system

governed by equation (3.23), is done for the normalized system corresponding

to parameters values

y= 1 and Wo = 1, .(3.25)
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Figure 3.1
The bilinear hysteretic model.
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while the results obtained are given in terms of the dimensionless groups defined

by (3.24).

By applying the equivalent linearization described in Section 3.3, the tran

sient mean square value for the displacement and velocity response are obtained.

In Figures (3.2) and (3.3), the results predicted by this approximate solution

scheme are compared to numerical simulation results for cases corresponding to

aO = 0.1, and for wg/wo = 0.50 and 1.0, respectively. The very good agreement

between the two sets of results suggests that equivalent linearization can be suc

cesfully used for the prediction of transient response statistics. It can be also

noticed that for stationary excitation, the solution for displacement and velocity

response becomes stationary in mean square value. In order to illustrate the ac

curacy of equivalent linearization, a parametric investigation for the stationary

response statistics is presented in this section. The seismic excitation model,

described by equation (2.27), is used in the analysis that follows.

In Figure 3.4, the variation of the RMS value of the response with the

normalized RMS value of the excitation and with ao is examined for bandwidth

of excitation ~g = 0.50. From the results presented in Figure 3.4, it can be

noticed that for wg/wo ~ 1, the displacement response of the bilinear hysteretic

system is smaller than the response of the corresponding linear system (ao = 1).

A similar conclusion can be drawn from the results illustrated in Figure 3.5, for

bandwidth of excitation ~g = 0.10.

In Figure 3.6, the dependence of the response statistics on the characteristic

frequency of the excitation is examined for ao = 0.1, and for bandwidth of

excitation, ~g = 0.50. It can be concluded that a very strong dependence on the

strength of the excitation is observed for wglwo < 1, while for wg/wo, a weaker

dependence is noted.

The results presented in Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 suggest that the RMS value
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for the displacement and velocity response predicted by the approximate solution

are in very good agreement with the simulation data, even for small values of

0:0, and for the whole range of inelastic response. Less accurate estimates are

obtained for the displacement statistics and for cases corresponding to Wg/WO >

1. But even in these cases the maximum error is 25 percent, which implies that

equivalent linearization, presented in Section 3.3, can be succesfully used in the

prediction of second-order response statistics for the bilinear hysteretic system.

In Figure 3.7b, a comparison between the RMS value of the displacement

response of a bilinear hysteretic system and a smooth multilinear hysteretic

system, is presented. The restoring force of the related hysteretic systems are

illustrated in Figure 3.7a. It can be noticed that equivalent linearization gives

even better results for the case of a multilinear hysteretic system. As expected,

the bilinear hysteretic systems gives the asymptotic behaviour of the multilinear

hysteretic system for cases corresponding to elastic and strong inelastic response.

3.5 Comparison between second- and third-order equivalent linear systems.

Consider the bilinear hysteretic system illustrated in Figure 3.1, for which

the equation of motion is given by

x+ 2~wox + f(x,x, t) = 17(t), (3.26a)

where 17(t) is a white noise excitation, with autocorrelation function given by

(3.26b)

and f(x, x, t) is the normalized hysteretic restoring force. By applying the

Krylov-Bogoliubov method of equivalent linearization, Caughey (43), derived

an analytical expression for the parameters weq and ~eq, of a second-order equiv

alent linear system.
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The equation of motion of the second-order equivalent linear system is given by

(3.27a)

with

(:: ) 2 =1_[8(1: QO)] hoo
(z-S + (AZ)-l)(Z _ 1)1/2e-z

2
/Adz (3.27b)

and

The parameter A is expressed in terms of the stationary RMS value of the

displacement response, u;, or

(3.27d)

Iwan and Lutes (44) showed that in the case of a nearly elasto-plastic sys

tem, or Qo = 1/21, the second-order equivalent linear system is not able to

accurately predict the displacement statistics. It was suggested that for an

elasto-plastic system, the drift component of the response can not be modeled

by a second-order linear system. In Figure 3.8, the stationary RMS values of

the displacement response, obtained by the equivalent linearization described

in Section 3.3, are compared with numerical simulation results, and with the

correponding approximate solution of equation (3.27). It can be noted that for

values of ua;/Y between (0.0,0.4), the third order equivalent linear system gives

similar results to the second order system. For higher values of ux/Y, though,

the results of the third order system are more accurate.

In Figure 3.9, the power spectral density of the response predicted by the

second- and third-order equivalent linear systems is compared with the corre

sponding numerical simulation results. Recall that for a second-order equivalent
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linear system, subjected to white noise excitation, the power spectral density

function of the displacement response is given by

So 1
~zz(w) = (211") (w;q - w2)2 + 4~;qW;qW2·

By applying the results derived in Appendix B, an expression for ~zz(w) for the

case of the third-order linear system is obtained as

(3.29a)

(3.29b)

with

R ( 2 2) 2 2(1- aO)C2 C4
z = aowo - w + w Wo 2 C 2

W + 3

[
2 2 (1 - ao)C2C3C4]

1z = w 2~ + (1 - ao)wOC1 - Wo w2 + C; . (3.29c)

From the results presented in Figure 3.9, it can be concluded that the third-order

linear system gives a much better approximation for the frequency content of the

displacement response. The two peaks structure of the power spectral density,

~zz(w), should be attributed to the elastic component of the displacement and

to the drift of the hysteretic system.

The analysis presented in this section indicates that the second moments

of response are not sufficient for the description of hysteretic behaviour. In

particular, is suggested that for large inelastic response, the drift of hysteretic

systems becomes the most significant response variable. This implies that for

a better understanding of hysteretic behaviour, the dependence of the drift on

system and excitation parameters should be examined. In Section 3.6, the drift is

defined for the case of a bilinear hysteretic system, while in Section 3.7 a detailed

examination of the frequency content of the hysteretic response is presented.

Finally, in Chapters 4 and 5, the random response of an elasto-plastic system is

examined by formulating the problem in terms of the drift process.
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3.6 Drift of a bilinear hysteretic system.

For the bilinear hysteretic system illustrated in Figure 3.1, the drift, z(t), is

defined as

z(t) = x(t) - yet). (3.30)

Because equivalent linearization described in Section 3.3 is formulated in terms

of the elastic component of the displacement, y(t), second-order statistics for

the drift, z(t), can be obtained from the response statistics of the variable x and

y. Recall that yet) is given by

yet) = gl(4)(t) , x(t), Y) (3.31)

with gl defined by equation (2.6c). By substituting equation (3.31) into (3.30),

the following expressions for the mean and the mean square value of the drift

are obtained:

and

E[z(t)] =0 (3.32a)

(3.32b)

Numerical results for the transient RMS value of the drift obtained from equa

tion (3.32b), are illustrated in Figure 3.10. A very good agreement between

the approximate results and the simulation data is noticed. From the results

presented in Section 3.5, it can also be concluded that in the case of white noise

excitation, the low frequency content of the displacement response is predicted

by equivalent linearization. This implies that for white noise excitation, the

second moments and the frequency content of the drift response are accurately

predicted by the third-order equivalent linear system. A more detailed discus

sion on this issue is presented in Section 3.7.
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3.'1 On the frequency content of the displacement response.

In Section 3.3, an expression for the spectral density function of the displace

ment response of a multilinear hysteretic system, was obtained for the excitation

model described by equation (2.27). In the particular case of a bilinear hysteretic

system, equation (3.20), becomes

So 4~;w;w2 1
~a;a;(w) = (21f) (w~ - W2)2 + 4~;W~w2 (R; +1;) ,

with Ra; and la;, given by equation (3.29b) and (3.29c). A comparison with

simulation data for ~a;a; is illustrated in Figure 3.11 for the case wg/wo = 0.50,

So = 2.0 and bandwidth of excitation ~g = 0.50. In contrast with the case of

white noise excitation, it can be noticed that the third-order equivalent linear

system is not able to predict the low frequency content of the displacement

response, corresponding to the drift of the system.

This observation can be generalized for excitation models satisfying

~aa(O) = o. (3.34a)

From equation (3.29), it is implied that the zero frequency content of the dis

placement response of the equivalent linear system is given by

ift () _ ~aa(O)
OJ,''a;a; 0 - 2'

0:0
(3.34b)

Hence, for ~aa(O) = 0 and from equation (3.34b), it is implied that ~a;a;(O) = o.
From the simulation results presented in Figures 3.9 and 3.11, it can be con

cluded that the low frequency content of the displacement response is nonzero,

regardless of the seismic excitation model. Because the ground motion accel

eration spectrum satisfies equation (3.34a), it is also implied that equivalent

linearization cannot be used for the prediction of the low frequency content of

the displacement response of hysteretic structural systems.
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Finally, in Figure 3.12, a numerical simulation study of the influence of the

excitation frequency content on the displacement response of a bilinear hysteretic

system is presented. The two excitation models used in this study are described

by the same RMS value and characteristic frequency at wg/wQ = 1.0. It can be

noted that the low frequency content of the excitation has a significant influence

on the drift response. The model A is the Kanai-Tajimi filter, often used in

the modeling of the seismic excitation. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the Kanai

Tajimi filter does not accurately represent the low frequency content of the

ground motion acceleration spectrum. In contrast, the excitation model B, is

also obtained by filtering a white noise signal through a second order linear

filter (equation 2.21), but satisfies the condition <.l>aa(O) = O. Based on this

observation, it is suggested that the excitation model B should be used in the

analysis of hysteretic structural response to earthquake excitation.
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3.8 Concluding remarks.

In this chapter, the response of a multilinear hysteretic system to stochastic

seismic excitation was examined. It was concluded that the second-order dis

placement and velocity response statistics can be accurately predicted by equiva

lent linearization, for the case of strictly positive parameters ao, (ai i = 1, ... , n).

The good agreement between the approximate results and the numerical simula

tion results was noticed for a broad range of excitation and system parameters.

The equivalent linearization used in this chapter was also compared to the

second order equivalent linearization, introduced by Caughey. It was shown

that the transfer function of the higher order linear system is able to represent

the peak frequencies associated with the elastic component and the drift of the

displacement response. Nevertheless, for excitation models characterized by no

zero frequency content, it was shown that the response frequency content cannot

be modeled by any equivalent linear system with a bounded transfer function.

This suggests that the drift represents a characteristic feature of the hysteretic

response behaviour, and that for a better understanding of the process, further

investigation is required. To this end, the analysis presented in Chapters 4 and

5 is related to the formulation of the hysteretic response in terms of the drift

process.
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Chapter 4. THE ELASTIC, PERFECTLY PLASTIC SYSTEM.

4.1 Introduction.

In Chapter 3 a general class of hysteretic systems was examined. It was

shown that for a multilinear hysteretic system and for strictly positive model

parameters lXo, (lXi, i = 1, ..., n) in the constitutive equation (2.10), the second

moments of the displacement and velocity response can be accurately predicted

with the use of the equivalent linearization technique. The drift component of

the displacement was defined for the case of a bilinear hysteretic system and it

was concluded that the equivalent linear system cannot predict the frequency

content of the drift response for the case of a stationary excitation with no zero

frequency content. The analysis presented in Section 4.3 will show that for the

same class of excitation models, and in the limiting case corresponding to lXo = 0,

equivalent linearization fails to predict the nonstationarity of the displacement

response. This suggests that the nature of the drift can not be explained in

terms of an equivalent linear system and that for a better understanding of the

process further investigation is required.

In this chapter, the random response of the elastic, perfectly plastic system

is examined. By considering the drift as the sum of yield increments associated

with the inelastic response, the problem can be formulated in terms of the yield

increment process, as will be shown in Section 4.4. It will be concluded that

an exact diffusion equation for the process cannot be obtained. For this reason,

discrete Markov process models for the drift of an elasto-plastic system are

introduced in Section 4.5. These models give a physical interpretation for the

process, while providing information regarding the response statistics and a

measure of structural safety in terms of survival probabilities for type-D barrier

crossings. Although defined for the random response of the elasto-plastic system,
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they also offer the basis for the understanding of hysteretic response behaviour

in general.

In Section 4.6, the analytical results predicted by the discrete Markov pro

cess models are compared with Monte Carlo simulation results. It will be con

cluded that even if the probabilistic structure of the yield increment process

is extremely complex, for long duration of the stationary excitation the drift

statistics can be obtained using the properties of the simplified discrete Markov

processes. A discussion of this issue is presented in Section 4.7.

4.2 Equation of motion.

For the case of an elastic, perfectly plastic system, illustrated in Figure 4.1,

subjected to the stochastic seismic excitation model defined by equation (2.27),

the equations of motion (2.6) and (2.27) are reduced to the form

with initial conditions

X(O) = x(O) = 4>(0) = xg(O) = xg(O) = O.

(4.1a)

(4.1b)

(4.1c)

(4.1d)

In Appendix B it is shown that by an appropriate change of variables, a nor

malized excitation peak frequency, w~, normalized time, 'T, ductility ratio, Ilx,

and normalized RMS value of the excitation, u~, can be defined as follows

I wg
W =-

g Wo

'T = wot

(4.2a)

(4.2b)
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* - Wg/WO = 0.3

o - Wg/WO = 0.5

+ - Wg/WO = 1.0

[!] - Wg/WO = 5.0

Figure 4.0
Legend of the numerical simulation data. for the response statistics of an elasto
plastic system.
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x
J.£I]; = y (4.2c)

(7' = ..!!..2- = v'SOWg~g (4.2d)
a w5Y W5Y

Without loss of generality, the analysis for the elastic, perfectly plastic system

governed by equation (4.1) is based on the normalized system corresponding to

parameters values

Y= 1 and Wo = 1, (4.3)

while the results obtained are given in terms of the dimensionless groups defined

by (4.2).

4.3 Equivalent linear system.

4.3.1 Formulation.

Following the procedure developed in Chapter 3, an. equivalent linear sys

tem associated to the elasto-plastic system gQverned by equation (4.1), can be

defined. It should be pointed out that the normalized restoring force in (4.1a)

does not depend on the displacement x. This implies that the stochastic dif

ferential equation (3.2) for the response vector u represents a set of uncoupled

equations, corresponding to the linear equation

(4.4a),

arid the nonlinear stochastic differential equation

with
a2(u) = -_2~U2 + 2~gwgus - gdus, U2, 1)

as(u) = g2(US, U2, 1)

a4(u) = Us

as(u) = -2~gWgU5 - W;U4

(4.4b)

(4.5)
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and gt,g2 defined by (2.6). Because equation (4.4b) does not depend on Ul, the

parameters of the equivalent linear system Cll , C2b CSb C4b are determined

only by the response statistics of the variables (U2' US, U4, us) and are given

by equations (3.14)-(3.17). This suggests that for an elasto-plastic system, the

covariance matrix for the response variables (x, 4>, xg , xg ) can be obtained inde

pendently of the response statistics related to the displacement x.

4.3.2 Comparison of the approximate results to numerical simulation

results.

In Figure 4.2, the results for the mean square value displacement and ve

locity response obtained by the equivalent linearization technique are compared

with the corresponding simulation results obtained from a set of 250 samples, for

the case wg = 1, ~g = .50, ~ = 0.01 and 8 0 =0.40. The two sets of results seem

to agree with respect to the velocity response statistics, while for the case of the

mean square value displacement, equivalent linearization is not able to predict

the divergent response behaviour. Instead, the solution for the equivalent linear

system exhibits stationary behaviour. This kind of result is typical for the case

of the excitation model defined by (2.27), corresponding to an excitation with

zero low frequency content, as will be shown in Section 4.3.3.

In Figures 4.3a, 4.3b, a parametric investigation for the stationary RMS

value of the velocity response is shown. The results obtained by equivalent

linearization are compared with numerical simulations for the case ~ = 0.01,

and for ~g = 0.50 and 0.25 respectively. From this analysis, it appears that the

equivalent linearization technique can be used only for the calculation of the

velocity response statistics.
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4.3.3 Interpretation of results.

Consider a tw<rdimensional stochastic process (x, x), for which x, the time

derivative of the process x, is a stationary stochastic process with spectral den

sity function ~:.i;:.i:(w). Then for t - 00 the following asymptotic expression for

the mean square value of the process x is obtained (Crandall, Lee, Williams

(45)):

as t - 00. (4.6)

(4.7a)

Following the calculations performed in Appendix A, an expression for the spec

tral density function of the velocity response, x, of the equivalent linear system

can be derived. In the case of an elasto-plastic system with ao = 0 and n = 1,

this expression is
1

~.i;.i;(w) = ~aa(w) R2 [2':.i;+ .i;

where <paa(w) is the spectral density function for the stationary excitation pro-

cess a(t). R:.i; and I:.i; are given by

For w = 0, substituting (4.7) into (4.6) yields

as t - 00.

(4.7b)

(4.7c)

(4.8)

This implies that equivalent linearization predicts a linear divergent behaviour

for the mean square value of the displacement only in the case of an excitation

with <paa(O) =/: o. Monte Carlo simulation results and the analysis presented in

the following sections suggest that the linear divergent behaviour for the mean

square value of the drift is a property of the elast<rplastic system subjected to
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stationary stochastic excitation, and is not dependent upon the frequency con

tent of the excitation. This implies that for long duration seismic excitation, in

which the acceleration spectrum satisfies the condition C})aa(O) = 0, the equiva

lent linearization results cannot be used for the calculation of the mean square

value displacement and drift response. It is also implied that the drift of a hys

teretic system can not be explained in terms of an associated linear system and

further investigation is required for understanding the drift process.

Finally, as suggested in Section 4.3.2, the response statistics for the variables

(x, ¢) are accurately predicted by equivalent linearization. This can be viewed

as a consequence of the fact that the equation of motion represents a set of un

coupled equations for which the response statistics of the variables (x, ¢) possess

a stationary solution and are independent of the response statistics associated

with the displacement response x.

4.4 Formulation in terms of the drift process.

4.4.1 On the relationship between drift and yield increment process.

In section 4.3 it was shown that the statistics for the drift component of the

response of an elasto-plastic system subjected to stochastic excitation cannot be

predicted by an associated linear system and that for a better understanding of

the hysteretic response behaviour, the nature of the drift of hysteretic systems

should be examined. The objective of this section is to formulate the problem

in terms of the drift component of the displacement response and to discuss the

related diffusion equation.

Consider an elasto-plastic system subjected to a zero mean stationary Gaus

sian stochastic excitation, a(t). Such a system and the corresponding normalized

restoring force are illustrated in Figure 4.1. Without loss of generality, consider

the simplified case corresponding to Wo = 1 and Y = 1, for which case the
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equation of motion is given by

and

iJ == xg(y),

(4.9a)

(4.9b)

where y is the elastic component of the response, ~ accounts for the additional

viscous damping, while g(y) is given by

g(y) = {O if Iyl =.1 and yx > 0;
1 otherwIse.

(4.9c)

For such a system, the drift, z, is defined as the inelastic component of the

response, or

z == x - y. (4.10)

A time history sample of z(t) is illustrated in Figure 4.4 for the model parameter

values 8 0 = 0.40, wg == 1.0, ~g == 0.50 and ~ = 0.01. It can be noticed that the

drift response exhibits three distinct types of behaviour, associated with elastic

response and yielding in the positive and negative direction, respectively. The

three states 8 1 , 8 2 , 8 3 so defined are illustrated in Figure 4.5 and correspond

to the elastic state 8 3 , or

8 3 = {(x,x,y)1 3 Iyl < 1 }, (4.11a)

the plastic state 8 1l associated with yielding in the positive direction, or

81 = {(x,x,y)1 3 y==l},

and 8 2 corresponding to yielding in the negative direction, or

82 = {(x,x,y)! 3 y = --I }.

(4.11b)

(4.11c)
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corresponding to yielding in positive and negative direction, respectively.
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Define <4 as the yield increment associated with the i th yield occurance, or

(4.12)

where 4i
) and tii ) represent the beginning and ~he ending time of the ~"th yield

increment, respectively. In equation (4.12), tli ) and tii
) are also random variables

with tli ) < tii ) and z(tii ») = 0 . For the response belonging to the plastic state

81, or for

(x(t), x(t), y(t)) E 8 11

the equation of motion is given by

y(t) = 1

and

z(t) + 2~z(t) + 1 = -a(t).

For the response belonging to the plastic state 82 , or for

(x(t),x(t),y(t)) E 82 ,

the equation of motion is

y(t) = -1

and

z(t) + 2~z(t) - 1 = -a(t).

Finally, for the case of elastic response, or for

(x(t),x(t),y(t)) E 83 ,

the equation of motion is

z(t) = 0

(4.13a)

(4.13b)

(4.13c)

(4.14a)

(4.14b)

(4.14c)

(4.15a)

(4.15b)
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and

y(t) + 2~!i(t) + y(t) = -li(t). (4.15c)

The analysis in this chapter is carried out using the excitation model defined

by (2.27), or

-li(t) = 2~gwgxg(t)

xg(t) + 2~gwgxg(t) + W~Xg(t) = e(t),

(4.16a)

(4.16b)

corresponding to the case T~ --+ 00 and for e(t), a zero mean Gaussian white noise

process with spectral density function So/21r. As discussed in Section 2.3.4., for

the stochastic seismic excitation model governed by equation (4.16), the model

parameters W g , ~g and So represent the peak frequency, spectral bandwidth and

strength of the excitation, respectively.

The four-dimensional random process, u (i) T, is defined as

(4.17)

Now, (z(t), yet), xg(t), xg(t)) is the solution of the stochastic differential equa

tions (4.13)-(4.16) with continuity conditions

z(t~?) = y(t~~) (4.18a)

Z(t~i~) = y(t~~) = 0 (4.18b)

and

y(t~~) = y(t~1) = ±1 (4.18c)

By definition, t~i) is the first passage time associated with the first passage of the

barrier level y(t~i») = ± 1 for initial conditions y(t~i-l») == 1 or y(t~i-l») = -l.

Similarly, y(t~i)) is the first passage time associated with the first passage of

the barrier z(t~i)) = 0, and for initial conditions z(t~i»). From equations (4.13)

(4.18) and from the definitions of t~i) and t~i), it is implied. that U(i) is a discrete
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Markov process. But from the results presented in Section 4.3, it can be assumed

that (z(t), y(t), ~g(t), xg(t)) is a stationary stochastic process, which implies that

the diffusion equation for the process U(i) can be assumed independent of i.

Consider a time T, for which n(T) yield increments have occured between

t =°and t = T, such that

Then for large T

t~n(T» < T < t~n(T)+l).

n(T)

z(T) ~ L di
i=l

(4.19)

(4.20)

The relation (4.20) holds in an approximate sense, in order to account for the

possibility of an yield occurence at the time T.

The yield increment di is defined by (4.12) as

(4.12)

For u (i) stationary in i, the yield increment process di can be considered as a

zero mean stationary process described by the probability density functions

(4.21)

The second moments Qi, of the yield increment process di are defined as

(4.22)

By applying equation (4.20), the mean and the mean square value of the

drift are given by

E[z(T)} ~ 0, (4.23a)
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n(T
E[z2(T)] ~ E[(L di )2].

i=l

(4.23b)

For large T, the random process neT) can be considered independent on (di,i =

1, ... , n(T)), which implies that

E[Z2(T)] ~ E[n(T)Qo+2(n(T)-1)Ql+2(n(T)-2)Q2+...+2Q(n(T)_1)]' (4.24)

In equation (4.24), the expectation is taken with respect to the random variable

neT). From equation (4.24), it can be seen that the second moment of the drift

response can be calculated if the probabilistic structure of the yield increment

process and of the random process, n(T), are known.

The probabilistic structure of the process di, defined by equation (4.19) can

be derived from the diffusion equation of the process u{i). But the calculation of

the diffusion equation for the process u (i) involves two first passage problems, as

sociated with the first passage times t~i) and tri
) , and no exact solutions for these

problems are available at this time. However, based on the linear divergence of

the mean square value drift, it can be assumed that for large n(T), the following

approximate expression can be derived for the autocorrelation functions of the

yield increment process

n(T)Qo + 2(n(T) - l)Ql + 2(n(T) - 2)Q2 + ... + 2Q(n(T)-1) ~ An(T)Qo + Eo.

(4.25)

A justification for equation (4.25) will be given in Section 4.5, when analysing

the discrete Markov process models for the drift. For the case of mutually

independent yield increments, the coefficient A is equal to one. For this reason

A is defined as correlation factor, and will give a measure of the yield increments

correlation.

Substituting (4.25) into (4.24) yields

E[Z2(T)] ~ Eo + AQoE[n(T)] = Eo + lIyTAQo, (4.26)
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where Jly is the expected value for the rate of yield occurences. In the case

of a stationary excitation, the stationarity of the yield increment process is

approximately achieved after the first yield occurence. Define

(4.27a)

as the expected time of the first yield occurance. It can be assumed that for

t > Te:z:, the mean square value drift exhibits a linear divergent behaviour. Then

for t > Te:z:, equation (4.26) may be written in the following equivalent form:

(4.27b)

From equation (4.27) it can be noticed that the mean square value drift

is determined from the response statistics Qo, Jly, f~ and A. In Sections 4.4.2

and 4.4.3 it will be shown that the first order probability density of the yield

increment process can be derived from the stationary probability density of

the velocity response. Due to the complexity of the problem, an analytical

expression for the correlation factor A can not be determined. For this reason,

discrete Markov process models for the drift are introduced in Section 4.5. Based

on these models and on the Monte Carlo simulation results presented in Section

4.6, an approximate expression for A is obtained.
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4.4.2 Response statistics for the upcrossing velocity process

Because of the symmetry involved in the problem, consideration need only to

be given to the case corresponding to yielding in positive direction, or for y = 1.

As shown in Figure 4.5, at time t~i) the response leaves the elastic state 83

with an upcrossing velocity z(t~i») and yielding will occur until the velocity z(t)

becomes equal to zero. But, as discussed in Section 4.4.1, the Markov process

U(i) possesses a stationary solution, which implies that a stationary solution for

the yield increment, yield duration and upcrossing velocity processes will exist.

To account for both plastic states 81 and 82, the absolute value of the upcrossing

velocity vti ) is defined as follows:

(4.28)

From the continuity equation (4.18a), it is implied that the stationary prob

ability density function of the process vy, P"y (vy), is related to the the stationary

probability density ply (x, y) of the response variables (x, y) corresponding to the

elastic state 83. Based on the definition of the conditional probability for a dis

crete process, Kamopp and Scharton (39) showed that this relationship is given

by
. piy ( v y , 1 - t)

P"y(vy) = hm!too (. ). for V y 2: O. (4.29)
e-O 0 piy x, 1 - E dx

Equation (4.29) was also used by Vanmarcke and Veneziano (40) and Grossmayer

(41), for the calculation of drift increment statistics. A more careful look at the

relationship between PVy(vy) and P~y(x,y) will prove that equation (4.29) is

actually in error.

Consider {x, x}, a two-dimensional stochastic process, for which it is desired

to calculate the conditional probability density pi(x,tolx = xo), conditional

upon the upcrossing of the barrier level x = Xo for t E (to, to + dt). Then, Pi
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Figure 4.6
Phase plane of the stochastic process (x,x). The marked domain corresponds
to trajectories for which upcrossing of the threshold x = Xo occurs at times
1" E (t,t + dt).
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should satisfy the condition

i: P:i:(X, to Ix = xo)dx = 1.

But from Figure 4.6, it can be seen that

or

(4.30)

(4.31a)

(4.31b)

(4.32)

where A* is a constant that is determined from equation (4.30). Hence, the

following expression for P:i: is derived

(. I ) XPx:i:(x=xo,x,to)
P:i: x, to x == XO = roo . . ..

Jo XPX3;(X = Xo, x, to)dx

Using equation (4.32), and for stationary probability density function, the cor

rection for equation (4.29) is given by

(4.33)

Of special interest is the case corresponding to Gaussian distributed prob

ability density p1y(vy, 1), or

From (4.33) and (4.34)

(4.34)

(4.35)

The mean and mean square values for the upcrossing velocity vy are then cal

culated as

E[vy] = {%.b,

E[v;l = 2b2
•

(4.36a)

(4.36b)
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4.4.3 First-order probability density for the yield increment process.

To account for both plastic states 8 1 and 82, the absolute value of the drift

increment d~i) and yield duration 4i
) are defined as follows:

(4.37a)

(4.37b)

dti ) and tti ) are stationary random processes and dti ) given by

Without loss of generality, consider that the time t

(4.38)

o represents the

beginning of a yield increment in the positive direction. In this case, the equation

of motion for the velocity v(t) = z(t) is given by

iJ + 2~v + 1 = -a(t) for t E (0, t y),

where ty is the first passage time of the barrier level v = 0, or

given that at time t = 0

v(O) = vy,

(4.39a)

(4.39b)

(4.39c)

v y is a random variable with probability density function given by (4.33). The

drift increment dy , defined by (4.38) can be expressed in terms of v(t) as

t y

dy = } 0 v(t)dt. (4.40)

From the formulation of the problem, it is implied that t y represents the

stopping time of a first passage problem and as a consequence, exact solutions
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for the probability distributions of t ll and dll are very difficult to obtain. Instead,

the following approximate solution is defined.

Consider the excitation -aCt) to be composed of a deterministic mean value

mo(t) and the random process €(t), or

-a(t) = mo(t) + €(t), (4.41)

and assume that for small yield durations I~~~h I~ 1, and that mo(t) remains

constant during the yield occurance. Then, for ~ ~ 1, the stochastic differential

equation (4.39a) reduces to the deterministic equation

(4.42)

with v(O) = vy• The assumption regarding the constant value of the mean value

for the excitation is justified in the case of small duration yield occurences and

for the excitation model described by a single peak spectral density function

and zero low frequency content. Indeed, in this case the excitation exhibits

oscillations at the characteristic frequency wg and strong autocorrelation for

small time differences.

From equation (4.42) it is implied that

and

From (4.40)

vet) ~ vy ...:. (1 - mo)t for t E (0, t y ) (4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)
v2

d - 11
Y - ( •2 1- mo)

The mean and mean square values for the drift increment and yield duration

can be easily calculated as

(4.46)
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(4.47)

In the case corresponding to Gaussian distributed probability density, P~y(Vy, 1),

the following simplified expressions for the yield increment statistics are ob

tained:

(4.48)

(4.49)

and

(4.50)

4.5 Two-state Markov process model for the drift of an elasto-plastic

system.

In Section 4.4 it was shown that by expressing the drift as the sum of

yield increments associated with inelastic behaviour, the random response of an

elasto-plastic system is determined from the yield increment statistics. Because

of the complexity of the problem, an exact solution of the diffusion equation for

the yield increment process can not be obtained. For this reason, the analysis

presented in this section is based on a simplified Markov process model for the

drift. For this model, the second order statistics and an asymptotic expression

for the first passage probability of type-D barrier levels are derived in Sections

4.5.2 and 4.5.3, respectively. A discussion on the generalization of the results

for the actual yield increment process is presented in Section 4.5.4.
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4.5.1 Discrete Markov process models.

Consider the two-state process, S(i), defined as the inelastic state in which

the ith. yielding occured. Then the yield increment, di~ is described by the

magnitude, dLi), and the direction of yield occurence determined by the process

SCi). For the models introduced in this section, it is considered that d~i) and

SCi) are independent processes, or

(4.51)

It is also considered that the magnitude of the yield increments are mutually

independent processes, while SCi) is a two-state Markov process, with transition

probabilities, p+ and p-, defined as

(4.52a)

and

(4.52b)

and P(...) is defined as the probability of the event in parenthesis. Based on

their definitions, it is implied that

(4.52c)

Equations (4.51) and (4.52), imply that the transition probability for the

stationary process, (dLi) ,SCi»), is given by

(4.53)

For the simplified yield increment model the mean square value of the yield

increment, Qo, and the transition probabilities, p+ and p-, are equal to the

corresponding values of the actual yield increment process. In order to account
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for the possible correlation between the magnitude of yield increments, two

extreme cases are considered, as follows.

For the deterministic steady-state response of an elasto-plastic system, the

magnitude of yield increments is constant. Based on this observation, the type

A model is defined as a process with constant magnitude yield increments. The

other extreme case corresponds to uncorrelated dLi). As shown in Section 4.4, the

first order probability density of dy is approximately exponentially distributed.

For this reason, the type-B model is defined as a process with mutually inde

pendent and exponentially distributed magnitude of the yield increments.

4.5.2 First order probability density of the drift response.

The drift, z(n), is defined as the sum of yield increments, or

n

z(n) = L di .

i=l

(4.54a)

This implies that for zero mean yield increments, the drift is a zero mean process,

with covariance, ain)~, given by

(4.54b)

where Qi are the autocorrelation functions of the yield increment process. But

for the yield increment model, with transition probability given by equation

(4.53), Qi is given by

(4.55a)

Because the d~i) were assumed mutually independent, it follows that

(4.55b)
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Now, SCi) is a two-state Markov chain and because the yield increment is

a zero mean, stationary process

(4.56)

Following standard procedure for the treatment of Markov chains, it can be

shown that

p(SCi+i) = Sl!SCi) = St} = p(SCi+i) = S2ISCi) = S2) = ~[1 + (1 - 2p-)i],

(4.57a)

and that

From equations (4.52), (4.56) and (4.57)

(4.58a)

which implies that

Define

flo = 1- 2p-.

(4.58b)

(4.59)

Then, by substituting (4.58), (4.59) into (4.54b), the following expression for

E[zCn)'] is obtained:

E[zCn)'] = nE[d2 ]+2E2 [dy][nflo(l - fl;;-l) flo (1 - fl;;-2) fl;;-l ]
y. 1- flo (1- flo) 2 +((n-1)flo-1) 1 - flo .

(4.60)

For n -+ 00 this becomes
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Equation (5.65) suggests that for the conditional random walk process examined

in this section, the mean square drift is linearly divergent as n -+ 00, or

(4.62a)

where A is the correlation factor defined in Section 4.4, and is equal to

(4.62b)

The" offset", Eo, is given by

(4.62c)

and

(4.62d)

For the type-A process,

and the correletation factor A is given by

p+
A=-;

p-

while £0 is given by

(4.63)

(4.64a)

£0 = (2p- ~ 1) . (4.64b)
2p-

In the case of the type-B process, the mean and the mean square value of dy are

related through the relationship

(4.65)

which implies that for the type-B process, the correlation factor and the offset

coefficients are given by
1

A=
2p-

(4.66a)
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and

fO = (2p- ~ 1) . (4.66b)
4p-

For both processes A and B, it can also be shown that as n ~ 00, the drift,

z(n), defined by (4.54a), becomes a Gaussian distributed process.

Grossmayer (41) defined the increment dg as the sum of all successive yield

increments in the same direction. The change of drift during an open loop , dry,

was defined as

(4.67a)

From the definitions of the related processes, the coefficient A, for Grossmayer's

model can be derived as
3 p+

A = -(1 + _)2.
32 p-

(4.67b)

4.5.3 First passage probability for the conditional random walk.

In Appendix C it is shown that for the type-B process, as n ~ 00, the

survival probability for the type-D barrier at Izl = b, defined as

w~n) = Prob(\z(i) \ < b Vi = 1, ..., n), (4.68)

(4.69a)

is just a function of the ratio between band u£n), and does not dependent on n.

Hence,

(110) (b)Wb ~po N'
(J"z

In equation (4.69a), poeI) represents the survival probability of Brownian motion

for a type-D barrier at Izi = It, and is given by

(4.69b)

Because the type-A process is a conditional random walk with constant

increments, for large n it will converge to a Wiener process. This implies that
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the first passage probability of a type-D barrier level at Izi = ')'uin ) will again

be given by Pob).

The connection with Brownian motion can be better understood if the in

crement A ti ) is defined as an average of k succesive yield increments d(i). Then,

for n = n1k,

(4.70)

For large enough k, the A (j) can be considered as mutually independent and

Gaussian distributed increments. Define the type-C model as a process with

mutually independent and Gaussian distributed increments. The mean square

value drift for the type-C process is then given by

(4.71)

But from (4.62a)

(4.62a)

Hence,

(4.72)

which relates the correlation factor A to the second moments of the A and dy

processes.

For large n, the type-C process will behave like a random walk converging

towards Brownian motion. This can be illustrated by considering the first pas

sage problem for the process C and for a type-D barrier at Izi = ')'uin
). The

transition probability density is given by

(4.73)
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The survival probability is given by

n time"
(4.74)

or by an appropriate change of variables, ti = .2.i.,..,
_ (T~v'n

(4.75)

Equation (4.75) represents an approximate solution for the survival probability

at time t = 1 for a Brownian motion and for the type-D barrier at \z\ = "f. An

approximate solution may be obtained by discretizing the time interval (0,1)

into n time intervals, and applying the transition probability of the process at

times (tJ· = *, j = 0, ... , n - 1). As n ~ 00, W~n) converges to poh) defined

by equation (4.69b). Based on numerical diffusion of the probability density

function, it can be concluded that good estimates for po(-'y) can be obtained for

n '2: 10.

For computational purposes, the series expansion expression for Po ("f), given

by (4.69b), can be efficiently applied for low barrier levels, or for small,. For

high barrier levels, a similar expression for Po("f) can be obtained (see Simon

(10)), as

Po("f) = Prob(u E r) - Prob(u E B),

where 1.£ is a normal distributed variable and r, B are defined as

and

(4.76a)

(4.76b)

(4.76c)
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For large values of "1, by applying an asymptotic expansion for the complemen

tary error function, an approximate expression for Po ("1) can be obtained as

2.:I! 1
Po("Y) ~ 1- -e- :I [1- -]. (4.77)

"1 "12

The generalization of the properties derived in Sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, to

the continous-in-time drift of an elasto-plastic system is discussed in Section

4.5.4, while a comparison of the analytical results with Monte Carlo simulation

results is examined in Section 4.6.

4.5.4 Interpretation of results.

In this section, discrete Markov process models for the drift of elasto-plastic

systems subjected to stationary stochastic excitation are examined. As discussed

in Section 4.4.1, the mean square value drift can be expressed as a function of

the yield increment statistics through equation (4.24), or

E[Z2(T)] ~ E[n(T)Qo+2(n(T)-1)Ql+2(n(T)-2)Q2+...+2Q(n(T)_1)]' (4.24)

where expectation is taken with respect to the number of yield occurences, the

random process n(T). But for the discrete conditional random walk model it

was shown that for large n(T), equation (4.54b) can be expressed in terms of

the correlation factor A and autocorrelation functions Qo, as following:

n(T)Qo + 2(n(T) - l)Ql + 2(n(T) - 2)Q2 + ... + 2Q(n(T)-1) ~ An(T)Qo + Eo.

(4.78)

As also mentioned in Section 4.4.1, it is suggested that even in the general

case of a drift increment process, such a relationship should be valid. For au

tocorrelation functions of the actual yield increment process satisfying equation

(4.78), the mean square value of the drift is linearly divergent, and is given by

equation (4.26)

E[z2(T)] ~ Eo + AQoE[n(T)] = Eo +vyTAQo, (4.26)
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where Vy is the expected value for the rate of yield oc(:urences. In the case

of a stationary excitation, the stationarity of the yield increment process is

approximately achieved after the first yield occurence. Because the behaviour

of the elasto-plastic system is different before and after this first occurence, a

time shift T1 is introduced in equation (4.26) corresponding to the start of the

equivalent discrete Markov process. Then, for the discrete process, T1 should

satisfy the equation

lIy(Te:;J: - Ttl = 1.

The approximate expression for the mean square drift is given by

and

E~ = EO + A.

For process A, substituting equation (4.64) into (4.81b), yields

For process B, substituting (4.66) into (4.81b), yields

, _ 4p- -1
£0 - 2'

4p-

(4.80)

(4.81a)

(4.816 )

(4.82a)

(4.826)

Although the drift is a continuous process, equation (4.27b) suggests that for

large lIyT, the drift statistics can be predicted from the the properties of an

associated discrete random prQcess corresponding to lIyT yield increments.

Of the three random walk models for the drift (processes A, B and C) it

appears that the most realistic approximation is given by the type-C process,

which also offers an interpretation for the coefficient A. Recall that the process
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C is defined as a random walk with Gaussian distributed increments .6. (i) ob

tained by averaging k succesive yield increments d~). It is not clear, however,

how large k should be in order to achieve the statistical independence of the

increments .6.(i). This implies that such a model cannot be used -succesfully for

the computation of the correlation factor A.

A more detailed examination of the applicability of the discrete Markov

process models for the drift response of an elasto-plastic system is discussed in

the next section.

4.6 Monte Carlo simulation study of the Brownian nature of the drift.

4.6.1 Introduction.

In Section 4.5, the properties of a conditional Markov process model for the

drift of an elasto-plastic system were examined. The model was based on the

assumption that the magnitude of the yield increments are mutually independent

processes, while the direction of yield occurence is a two state Markov process

corresponding to the plastic states 8 1 and 82 • In order to account for the possible

correlation between the magnitude of the yield increments, the processes A and

B were defined for the modeling of strong and weak correlation, respectively.

It was suggested that for large duration of the stationary stochastic excitation,

the drift becomes a Brownian motion. No indication was given, however, on

whether such large durations correspond to problems of practical significance.

Because no analytical tools are available to examine this issue, a Monte Carlo

simulation study of the elasto-plastic system subjected to stationary stochastic

excitation is reported in this section.

The purpose of this numerical simulation study is to examine the applica

bility of the discrete Markov process models for drift of an elastoplastic system

subjected to stochastic excitation. Based on the properties of the discrete model,
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it is suggested that certain drift properties should be invariant with respect to

system and excitation parameters. For this reason, the following properties are

verified on the whole sample set of 54 simulation cases:

Property 1. -stationarity for the response variables X, y, d~i),

4i
) , p+ , Vy, approximately for times t > Tea:.

Property 2. -Brownian motion nature of the drift for long dura

tion of the stationary seismic excitation, which implies:

a. -linear divergent mean square value drift.

b. -zero mean Gaussian distribution of the drift re-

sponse.

c. -distribution for the normalized peak drift response

independent of t, and given by Po( z:;:'t t ).

The system and excitation parameters used in this analysis are selected to

represent cases of practical interest. In the 54 cases examined, the ratio between

the characteristic frequency of the excitation and the natural frequency of the

system is chosen as wg/wo =0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0 and. 5.0, while the values

~g= 0.25 and 0.50 are selected for the bandwidth of the excitation, to represent

narrow and broad banded excitation, respectively. The results presented in this

analysis mostly correspond to peak ductility ratios between one and ten, which

is considered the domain of practical interest.

Because the objective of this study is to examine whether the Brownian

motion model can be applied for excitation durations of practical interest, the

duration of the simulated records is chosen as 25To, were To is the natural period

of the system.
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4.6.2 A Monte Carlo simulation program for the random response of

an elasto-plastic system.

The simulation program used in this analysis is designed for the purpose

of examining the properties of the yield increment and drift of an elasto-plastic

system. Because the system responds linearly 'in each of the three states, 8 1 ,

82 , 83 defined by (4.11), the equation of motion is solved exactly for each case,

or

(4.83a)

with

(4.83b)

(4.83c)

and (Aj, Bj; i = 1,2,3) correspond to the state 8i and for time steps

dt=To/100, where To is the natural period of the system. The transition times

tlk
), tik

), corresponding to the beginning and the ending time of the kth yield

occurence are numerically calculated as the solutions of the following equations

(4.84a)

and

(4.84b)

Because t~i) and t£i) are determined for each yield occurance, the duration of

each yielding occurence

(4.84c)

and the corresponding yield increments

(4.84d)
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are calculated.

From the 250 simulated records of the response variables (x, X, z, y), the cor

responding transient mean square values are calculated, as well as the expected

time of the first yield occurance T:~m. It is observed that for times t > T:~m,

stationarity in mean square value for (x, y) is approximately achieved. Follow

ing the stationarity assumption it is also assumed that for t > T:~m, the (x, y)

process is ergodic, which enables the creation of large samples for the yield in

crement and velocity response. The sequence of yield increments is stored for

each record, which allows the calculation of stationary transition probabilities

p+ and p-.

As basic properties of a Wiener process, the Gaussian distribution and the

survival probability of the drift response are also examined. The peak response

distributions at times t = l5To and t = 25To and the drift probability distribu

tions at times t = laTa and t = 20Ta are calculated for each simulation study.

A discussion of the results is presented in Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.4.
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4.6.3 Correlation factor and first-order statistics.

For all 54 cases studied in this analysis, a linear divergence for the mean square

value of the drift and stationarity in mean square value for the response variables

(x,y) is noticed. It is also verified that Property 1 is approximately valid for

times t > Tex. In order to illustrate the stationarity for the yield increment

statistics, the simulated records are divided into ten equal time intervals of

length 2.5To, and the expected values E(i)[p+], v~'), EU)[dy ] corresponding to

the Joth time interval are calculated. It is noted that the specified statistics are

independent of J', for j ~ 3, which implies that for future simulation studies, the

ergodicity assumption can be applied for times t ~ 5To.

The linear divergence in mean square value of the drift implies that for

t > Tex , O";(t) is approximately given by

O";(t) = ~(t - Td, (4.85a)

with

~ = AvyQo (4.85b)

€'
T1 :::: Tex -~, (4.85c)

Vy

where A is the correlation factor defined as a function of the yield increment

autocorrelation functions. Based on equation (4.85a), a numerical simulation

estimate for the correlation factor, A, is obtained from a least square linear fit

of the mean square value of the drift time history, and for t > Tex +To. Following

this approach, A is calculated as

(4.86)

In Figure 4.7, a comparison is shown between the (A~im, ~) values obtained

from Monte Carlo simulation and the analytical results predicted by the discrete
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Figure 4.1
Correlation factor, A, versus the ratio of transition probabilities p+Ip-. Com
parison between analytical and numerical simulation results.
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Markov process models. Recall that for type-A process, the correlation factor is

given by
p+

A=-,p-

while for process B, by
1

A-- 2p-'

The correlation factor for Grossmayer's model is

3 p+
A = -(1+ _)2.

32 p-

(4.64a)

(4.66a)

(4.67b)

From the results presented in Figure 4.7, it can be seen that equation

(4.64a), corresponding to the process A, is in better overall agreement with

the simulation data. This suggests that for the actual process, the magnitude of

the yield increments are not mutually independent. Nevertheless, for wg/wo > 1

the simulated results show an increasing divergence fr~m the process A model,

while approaching the analytical results predicted by process B. It can be con

cluded that even if the dependence of the correlation factor, A, on system and

excitation parameters is very complex, an approximate relation between A and

~ can be derived. In the analysis presented in Chapter 5, it is assumed that Ap .

is given simply by
p+

A --- .p- (4.64a)

The transition probabilities p+ and p- also provide a measure of the nar

rowbandness of the response. For small values of p+ /p-, the response is narrow

banded and a yield increment in one direction will be most probably followed by

yielding in the opposite direction. In contrast, for larger values of p+ / p- , the

response becomes broadbanded and the sequence of yield increments approaches

a random walk type of behaviour. It should be pointed out that this definition

of narrowbandness of the response relates to the short duration behaviour of
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the system. As it will be shown later in this section, the large time scale be

haviour of the drift approaches a Brownian motion independent of the system

and excitation parameters.

In Figure 4.8, the values for the offset coefficient, €~ obtained from numer

ical simulation studies are compared to the expression of €~ obtained from the

discrete Markov process model (equation 4.82). It can be noticed that even if

neither model is in very good agreement with simulation data, an approximate

value €~ ~ 0.5 gives good conservative estimates for the offset of the mean square

value of the drift. For large durations of the excitation and for most problems

of practical interest, the offset, Eo, becomes negligible. Nevertheless, for cases

in which the offset is of practical significance, equation (4.27b), with €~ = 0.5,

can be used as a simple approximation for the transient mean square value drift

response. An illustration of this simplified solution is shown in Figure 4.9.

Finally, in Figure 4.10, the probability distribution of the drift response

at time t = 20To is illustrated for the values of model parameters S = DAD,

wg = 1, ~ =0.01 and ~g = 0.50. The simulated data are obtained from a set of

2500 samples. It can be seen that the drift response indeed becomes Gaussian

distributed. For actual structural systems, 20To corresponds to a duration of the

excitation in the range (4-60) sec., and can be considered of practical interest.
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Transient mean square value of the drift obtained by the simplified equation
(4.90a). (a) 80 =0.90, wg/wo=0.50, ~g=0.25. (b) 80 =2.5, wg/wo=3.0, ~11=0.25.
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Probability distribution of the drift response at time t = 20To and for 80=0.40,
wg/wo=1.0, ~g=O.50. Numerical simulation data obtained from 2500 samples of
drift response.
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4.6.4 The first passage problem.

For a Brownian motion, the first passage probability of a type-D barrier

level at Izi = "YO'.os (t) is equal to

prob(I:Sl) 1< "Y "Is E (O,t)) = Pob)

and is independent of t. Equation (4.87) also gives the probability distribution

for the peak drift response

Zmall:(t) = max Iz(s) I.
3E(0,t)

From (4.87) and (4.88a) it is implied that

Prob (I Z::7S) I< "Y) = Pob)·

(4.88a)

(4.88b)

In Figure 4.11, the simulated probability distributions for the normalized peak

drift response at t = 15To and 25To are compared with the corresponding an

alytical curve pob), for the parameters values So = OAO, ~g = 0.50, ~ = 0.01

and W g = 1.0, and for 2500 simulated records. It can be seen that in this case,

the analytical results are in excellent agreement with the simulation results. A

statistical examination of the first passage probability is performed over the 54

cases considered in this analysis, as follows.

Define "Yi,i(t), as the normalized peak drift response for the i th studied

case, corresponding to survival probability Pi' This implies that for the ~'th. set

of excitation parameters, the survival probability for the drift response is given

by

(
zma:z:(t) ( )

Prob O'z;(t) < "Yj,i t) = Pi' (4.89a)

Consider the mean m~ (t) and ~he RMS value O'~ (t) of the variable "Yi,i(t) , defined

as

(4.89b)
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Figure 4.11
Probability distribution of the normalized peak drift response at time t=15To
and 25To, for $0=0.40, wg/wo=l.O, ~g=0.50. Numerical simulation data ob
tained from 2500 samples of drift response. The results suggest the Brownian
motion nature of the drift of an elasto-plastic system.
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N
. 2 1 "'" 2U;(t) = N -1 ~bj.i(t) - mj(t)) .

i=l

(4.89c)

where N is the number of simulation cases considered. In Figure 4.12a and 4.12b,

the analytical prediction for the first passage probability distribution, Po ("f),

is compared to the corresponding simulation results, m~(t) ± u~(t), for cases

corresponding to ;;. ~ 1 and for durations t = 25To and t = 15To, respectively.

It can be noticed that the simulation results, calculated from a set of 36 samples,

are in excellent agreement with the analytical prediction. Similar conclusions

can be drawn for cases corresponding to ;; ~ 1, as illustrated in Figure 4.13.

In this case the simulation results were calculated from a set of 27 samples.

In Figures 4.12 and 4.13, the results are also compared to the approximate

expression for Pob), given by equation (4.77). From this comparison, it can be

concluded that the approximate expression (4.77), can be used for large values

of the normalized peak response, or for "f > 1.5.

Finally, if one considers the small sample used for each simulation study

(250 records), the results may be considered in excellent agreement with the

analytical prediction.
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4.7 Conclusion.

The analytical results and the simulation study presented in this Chapter

suggest that for long duration strong motion excitation the elasto-plastic system

exhibits a Brownian motion type of behaviour. Such behaviour is observed for

durations of at least 15To, which for an actual structural system corresponds

to duration of approximately 3-45 sec. The implications of this observation are

very significant for the analysis of the random response of elasto-plastic systems.

For the case of a stationary excitation, the drift response is a zero mean

Gaussian distributed random process, with transient mean square value given

approximately by

(4.90a)

The peak drift probability distribution is approximately given by

(4.90b)

It was shown that the dependence of the correlation factor, A, on system and

excitation parameters is very complex. It also appears that an analytical expres

sion for A is extremely difficult to obtain. From the results derived in Section

4.5 and their comparison with simulation results presented in Section 4.6, it can

be concluded, however, that at least an approximate relation between A and

the transition probabilities p+ and p- can be derived. The strong correlation

between the two quantities also suggests the need of a solution scheme for the

calculation of the transition probabilities p+ and p-. In the analysis presented

in this thesis, it will be assumed that the correlation factor is simply given by

p+
A=

p- (4.64a)
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From these observations it is concluded that the random response of an

elasto-plastic system subjected to stationary stochastic excitation is approxi

mately determined by the conditional probabilities, p+ and P-, mean square

value yield increment, Qo, the mean rate of yield occurEmce, Lly, and the ex

pected time of the first yield occurence, Tea;. Based on the analytical results

obtained in this chapter, an approximate solution for the problem is introduced

in Chapter 5.

The analysis presented in this chapter provides useful information regarding

the nature of the· displacement response behaviour. A measure of the narrow

bandness of the elastic component response is given by the transition proba

bilities p+ and p-. In contrast, the drift component of the response does not

exhibit oscillatory behaviour and can be approximately considered as a Brown

ian motion.
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Chapter 5. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION FOR THE RANDOM

RESPONSE OF AN ELASTO-PLASTIC SYSTEM.

5.1 Introduction.

From the analysis presented in Chapter 4, it was concluded that the drift

statistics can be approximately expressed in terms of the transition probabilities,

p+ and P-, mean square value yield increment, Qo, and the mean rate of yield

occurance, lIy. Based on this observation, an approximate solution for the

random reponse of an elasto-plastic system subjected to filtered white noise

excitation is derived.

As will be shown later in this chapter, p+, Qo and Zly can be calculated

from the stationary probability density p1y (x, y), of the velocity, X, and elastic

component of the displacement response, y. Karnopp and Scharton (39), Van

marcke and Veneziano (40) and Ditlevsen (42) calculated piy from the response

of an associated linear system governed by equation (4.15c). It is understood

that such an assumption is approximately valid only for the case of infrequent

and small plastic deformations. To avoid this restriction, Grossmayer (41) cal

culated p1y from the response statistics of an equivalent linear system, defined

as the limit of a reccurent algorithm.

In the method presented in this chapter, there is no need for consideration

of an associated linear system because, as shown in Section 4.3, the elasto-plastic

system is formulated in terms of an additional response variable if>, correpond

ing to the elastic component of the displacement response. In Section 4.3 it was

also shown that the equivalent linear system defined by equations (3.7), (3.8)

and (3.14)-(3.18) gives very good approximate results for the response statistics

associated with the variables (x, if». But for Iif>I < 1, Y = if> and if = x, which

implies that p1y can be calculated by the equivalent linearization technique and
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is a zero mean two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Based on P~y, the yield

increment statistics are obtained in Section 5.2, while in Section 5.3, a new so

lution technique for the calculation of the mean rate of yield occurence, Vy is

presented. Estimates for the transition probabilities, p+ and P-, are calculated

in section 5.4, from an approximate solution of the first passage problem as

sociated with the crossing of the yielding level by the y process. Finally, the

results for the drift statistics obtained by this approximate solution scheme, are

discussed in Section 5.4.5.

5.2 Yield increment statistics.

5.2.1 Response statistics for the upcrossing velocity process.

In Chapter 4 it was shown that the conditional probability density PtI)vy)

can be expressed in terms of P~y as

• Vyp~y(vy,l-c)
P•· (Vy) = hm !too for V., >_ O.

vy E-O • ~ (. 1 - )d' '"o XPa;y X, e x
(4.33)

But, piy is a zero mean two dimensional Gaussian distribution with covariance

matrix QS defined by (2.63c) and (3.3a). Thus

with

and

~ (.) 1 ( (x - J.ty)
2

)
Pxy x,l = 21ry'detQs exp - 205 2 "

2 Qx:i;Q# - Q~4>
s ------.:.... - Qt/Jq, •

From equations (4.33) and (5.1)

(S.la)

(5.lb)

(S.le)

(5.2a)
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where B(k) is defined by

(5.2b)

(5.3b)

(5.3a)
B(2)

E[vy] = B(l)

B(3)
E[v;J = B(l)'

A recurrent algorithm for the calculation of B(k~'s is presented in Appendix D.

From (5.2), the mean and mean square value for the upcrossing velocity vy are

then given by

For most cases examined in this analysis

(5Aa)

Hence it can be assumed that piy is approximately a zero mean. Gaussian dis

tribution, which implies that the probability density PtJ y(v y ) is approximately

Rayleigh distributed, and given by

(5Ab)

The RMS value b can be calculated from (4.36a) as

(SAc)

This is used to define a simplified probability density function for the process

In Figure 5.1 and 5.2, the values for E[vy] and E[v;l obtained by equivalent

linearization and equation (5.3), are compared with Monte Carlo simulation

results for different values of So, wg/wo= 0.30, 0.50, 0.70, 1.0, 1.50, 3.0, 5.0 and

for bandwidth of the excitation ~g= 0.25 and 0.50, respectively. The results are
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presented in terms of the dimensionless groups defined by (4.2). It can be ob

served that the approximate solution gives very good overall results for a wide

range of model parameters. Less accurate estimates are obtained for cases corre

sponding to Wg/WO = 0.30, 0.50 and weak excitation. The approximate Rayleigh

distribution for the random varibale vy is noticed for most cases examined.

5.2.2 Yield increment and yield duration statistics.

By substituting equation (5.2) in equations (4.46) and (4.47), the following ex

pressions for the yield increment statistics are obtained:

1 B(3)
E[d 1- -

y - 2(1 - mol B{l)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

and
2 1 B(5)

E[dy ] = 4(1 _ mo)2 B(l)'

In equations (5.5)-(5.7), mo corresponds to the expected value of the excita-

tion, conditional on yielding occurence in the positive direction. The equivalent

linearization technique described in Section 4.3 was formulated in terms of the

response variables {x, 4>, x g , xg } and for an excitation model defined by equation

(4.16a), as

(4.16a)

By considering the transformation (4.16), an approximate zero mean three- di

mensional Gaussian distribution for the response variables (x, 4>, -a) can be

derived. Call this solution P:i:<f>a (x, 4>, a) and the related covariance matrix QS.

Now,

y= gdx,4>, Y = 1), (5.8)
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and y=l corresponds to the values (x,</» E [0,00) x [1,00). This implies that

rno is given by
f~ fooo ft ap.i4>a(x, </>, a)d</>dxda

rno - (S.9)- I~ fooo It P.i4>a(X, </>, a)d</>dxda .

By performing the integrations in equation (S.9), the following expression for

rno is obtained:

where AI, A2 and p are given by

A 1 = 1 + erf( Q,itj, )V2Q#(QxxQtj,tj, - Q;tj,)

I Q..
A2 = 1 - erf(y2(Q,ixQtj,:x- Q~tj,))

Qx<p
P = --r======

-IQxxQ#

(S.10a)

(S.IGb)

(5.lOc)

(S.lOd)

In Figure S.3, the approximate results for rno obtained from equivalent

linearization and equation (S.9) are illustrated. It can be noticed that for

wg/wo < 1, rno is positive, while for wg/wo > 1, rno is negative. For cases

corresponding to wg/wo ~ 1, rno is practically equal to zero.

By substituting equation (S.10) into equations (5.5)-(S.7), the expected val

ues E[t y ], E[dy ], E[d;] are obtained. The approximate results are shown in

Figures S.4, 5.5 and S.6 respectively. It can be noticed that the yield increment

statistics are strongly dependent on the characteristic frequency and the RMS

value of the excitation, while a weaker dependence on the bandwidth of the ex

citation is observed. For drift response of practical interest, and for wg/wo < 1,

large magnitude yield increments are observed. By comparison with Monte
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Carlo simulations results, it is concluded that the solution scheme defined can

be used in the prediction of the yield increment statistics, even for cases corre

sponding to large inelastic response.

5.2.3 Concluding remarks.

In Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, an approximate solution scheme was developed

for the calculation of the first order probability for the yi.eld increment process.

The method is based on the calculation of the stationary response statistics for

the variables u T ={x, <p, Xg, Xg} with the use of the equivalent linearization tech

nique. The mean values for the processes dy , t y and v y were calculated from the

stationary solution of the equivalent linear system, with the use of the equations

(4.33), (5.2) and (5.5)-(5.7). By assuming a constant value for the excitation

during yielding, simple relations between dy , t y and 'V y were established. It

should be pointed out that relations (4.44) and (4.45) can be used not only for

the calculation of mean values for the yield increment statistics, but also as a

transformation for the associated probability density fUIlctions of the random

variables dy and t y as shown in Figure 5.7.

The first order probability density of the yield increment process is approx

imately determined if a Rayleigh distribution is assumed for the v y process.

Then, by substituting equations (4.44) and (4.45) into equation (5.4b), and by

appropriate change of variables, the approximate exponential and Rayleigh dis

tribution for the random variables dy , t y is established. Based on simulation

results, Vanmarcke (40) also suggested that the drift increment process has an

exponential distribution, while Grossmayer (41) considered a Gaussian distri

bution for the yield increment duration t y • The difference between the results

obtained by Grossmayer and the results presented in this section, may be at

tributed to the stochastic excitation model. For the case of seismic excitation
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with a characteristic frequency, wg , and no zero frequency content, the proba

bility density PV!J is approximately Rayleigh distributed. In contrast, for white

noise excitation, irregular clumping of the yield level crossing by the process

y, may occur. In this case, a complex structure for the probability density

P:i:y (x, y) is observed, and the simplified transformations (4.44) and (4.45) can

not be used for the calculation of first order probability density of the yield

increment process.

5.3 Mean rate of yield occurence.

In previous analyses by Vanmarcke and Grossmayer, the mean rate of

yield occurence Lly was calculated as the crossing rate of the inelastic barrier

levels, y = ±1, divided by the mean clumsize of an associate linear system. An

alternative approach is introduced in this section. The solution is based on the

ergodicity of the elastic component of the response. For the ergodic process y,

Lly is given by

1 E[t~i)] 1

- E[t~i)] + E[t~~)] E[t~i)]'
(5.11)

where t(i) and t(i) are the durations of the ith segment of inelastic and elasticy el

response, respectively, or

(5.12a)

and

(5.12b)

Because the segments of ,inelastic and elastic response alternate, the sta

tionary yielding probability py is given by

(5.13)
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But py can be calculated from the the stationary probability distribution of the

response variables (x, 4», as

py=erfc(k)·
From (5.11), (5.13) and (5.14a)

py
lIy = E[t y l'

or

(5.14a)

(5.14b)

B(l) ( 1 )
Vy = B(2) erfc . .j2C[i; (1 - mol (S.14c)

where Qq,q,O, rno, B(l) and B(2) calculated in Section 5.2. In Figures (5.8a) and

(5.8b) the analytical results for the mean rate of yield occurance, obtained from

(S.14c) and for the cases !:'g=0.50 and 0.25, are illustrated. It will be noticed

that there is a good overall agreement between the analytical results and the

simulation data. The method is not so accurate for the cases wg/wQ =0.30 and

0.50 and for bandwidth of the excitation ~g =0.25. The error, however, may be

attributed to the less accurate results predicted by equivalent linearization for

these parameter values.

From the analytical results, it can be deduced that in general there are

less than two yield occurances per period of oscillation. The number of yield

occurances per period is practically independent of the strength of the excitation

for the case wg/wo ~ 1. On the contrary, the number of yield occurances is

strongly dependent on the excitation strength in the other cases. By comparing

these results with the yield increment statistics shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, it

can be noticed that for a small ratio of wg/wo, few increments of large magnitude

are present. However, for wg/wo ~ 1, the yield increments are more uniformly

distributed in time. This suggests a strong dependence of the yield increment
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statistics on the characteristic frequency of the excitation. On the other hand,

the bandwidth of the excitation does not appear to play a very significant role

in the yielding mechanism.

Finally, the simplicity of the solution scheme used in this analysis should

be pointed out. Based on the ergodicity assumption, it was shown that the rate

of yield occurance can be simply calculated from the stationary probability and

mean duration of yielding.

5.4 Transition probabilities p+ and p-.

5.4.1 Formulation.

Without loss of generality, consider that the time te=O corresponds to the

end of a yield occurance in the positive direction, as illustrated in Figure 5.9.

For t E (0, tb), the elasto-plastic system behaves elastically, where tb corresponds

to the next crossing of the barrier levels y = ±l. The equation of motion is given

by

with initial conditions

ii + 2~y + Y = -a(t),

y(O) = 1

y(o) = O.

(5.15a)

(5.15b)

(5.15c)

The transition probabilities p+ and p- give the stationary probability for the

direction of the next yield occurance, or

(5.16)

and

(5.17)

These can be calculated from the first passage probability of the corresponding

barrier levels y = ±l.
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Strictly speaking, the problem is ill posed because the initial condition lays

on the boundary of the safe domain. For this reason, an exact solution can not

be obtained. The approximate solution scheme proposed in this section is based

on the relationship between the survival probability Wb(t) and the conditional

transition probability qb(Y, y, t), where

Pb(t) = - dW
d

b = (CO YQb(l,y,t)dy- fO yqb(-l,y,t)dy.
t 10 -co

It can be shown that

(S.18a)

(5.18b)

From equation (5.18) it is implied that the transition probabilities p+ and p

are given by

and

Define

p- = - (CO /0 yqb(-1, y, t)dYdt.
10 -co

(5.19a)

(5.19b)

pt(t) = it faco yqb(l,y,r)dydr (5.20a)

p(;"(t) = - rJo yqb(-l,y,r)dydr (5.20b)
Jo -co

as the probabilities of leaving the safe domain (-1,1) at time s E (0, t), through

the barrier levels y = 1 and Y = -1, respectively.

Equation (S.18a) also can be written in the form

(5.21a)

with

(5.21b)
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a_(t) = -W:(t) i~ yqb(-l,Y,t)dY.

The solution for Wb(t) satisfying (S.21a) is given by

Wb(t) = exp [- fat (a+(-r) + a_(T))dr].

(S.21c)

(S.22)

But from equations (S.20) and (S.21), the following expressions are obtained:

pci(t) = fat a+(r)Wb(r)dr (S.23a)

poet) = fat a_(r)Wb(r)dr. (S.23b)

Equation (S.22) is often used for the calculation of the reliability function of

a random process, and a+(t) and a_(t) are empirically calculated from the

transition probability of the process. The derivation of equation (S.22) offers an

alternative interpretation for the functions a+(t) and a_ (t).

5.4.2 Transition probability density for elastic response.

For the excitation model used in this analysis, the ground motion acceleration

is given by

(S.24a)

(S.24b)

where e(t) is a Gaussian white noise signal. This implies that the generalized

response vector yT = {y, y, xg, xg} will satisfy the linear stochastic differential

equations (5.1S) and (S.24). While the initial conditions (y,Y)t=o are given

by (S.lS), the initial conditions for the (xg , xg ) process are obtained from the

first passage problem associa.ted with the inelastic response. Due to the com

plexity of this problem, an exact solution for the· probability density function

p(xg(O),Xg(O)) is practically impossible to obtain. The following solution scheme

is proposed.
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Consider that the time t = -E[ty ] represents the starting time of an ideal-

" ized yield occurance in the positive direction. Define m Zg and m:i:g , the expected

values for the variables x g and xg , conditional on yielding in positive direction.

Following the procedure developed in Section S.~.2, m:Z:g and ma:g can be calcu

lated from equivalent linearization (see equation S.10). It is assumed that for

the idealized yield occurance, m:Z:g and ma:g represent the exact mean values for

the variables (xg,xg) at time Ty = -!E[t,J Because (xg,xg) is a solution of

a linear stochastic differential equation, an approximate expression for E[xg(O)]

and E[xg(O)] is obtained as

T ((s"gwgm:z: + ma: ) )E[xg(O)] = e-~gWg y C:2 9 sin(wgaTy ) + m:z:gcos(wgaTy ) (5.25a)
Wgy 1- s";

and

with wga given by

2 _ 2 (1 2)W ga - W g - s"g . (5.25c)

It will be assumed that (Xg(O), xg(O)) are Gaussian distributed, with mean

values given by (S.25), and covariance approximately given by the stationary

values
2 So

U ---Zg(O) - 4" w3
~g g

"2 So
U:i:g(O) = 4" W •

~g g

2
U :Z:g (O):i: g(0) = 0

(5.26a)

(5.26b)

(5.26c)

From equations (5.15b), (S.15c), (5.25) and (5.26), it is implied that the prob

ability density function of the process v at time t = 0 is Gaussian distributed,
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with mean roO and covariance matrix QO, such that

m~ = 1,

mg = 0,

mg = E(xg(O)],

m~ = E[xg(O)]

and

(5.27)

(5.28)QO = (~ ~) ~).
Xg(O)

o 0 ° C1~g(O)

But,v satisfies the linear stochastic differential equations (5.15) and (5.24) with

initial conditions

p(y(O),y(O), Xg(O) , xg(O)} = (21l")2J~etIQOI exp(-~(v - r.nO)TQo-l(V - mO)).

(5.29)

The transition probability density function of the process {y, y}, pyiJ (y, if, t), is

Gaussian distribu:tedand is obtained from the solution .of the mean andcovar-i

ance equation associated with the linear stochastic equations (5.15) and (5.24).

5.4.3 Approximate solution for the first passage of the yielding levels.

It was previously shown that the conditional probabilities, p+ and p- can

be expressed in terms of the crossing rates of the thresholds y = 1 and y = -1,

~+(t) and a_ttl, or

p+ = i oo

~+(t)Wb(t)dt

p": = loo ~_(t)Wb(t)dt,

(S.30a)

(5.30b)

where Wb(t), a+(t), a_ttl given by (5.21) and (5.22). Beca.use an exact solution

for the conditional transition probability density function qb(Y,:V, t) cannot be
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obtained, an approximate solution for the calculation of the crossing rates is pro

posed in this section. The solution scheme is based on the transition probability

density function pyy(y, y, t) calculated in the previous section.

Define p*(t) as

p*(t) = /1 /00 pyy(Y, if, t)difdy.
-1 -00 (5.31)

Then, p*(t) is the probability that the response at time t, belongs to the safe

domain (-1,1). A very important property of the reliability function Wb(t) is

that for all t, it should satisfy the following inequality:

(5.32)

Equation (5.32) is a consequence of the diffusion equations for the two prob

ability functions. While all trajectories that at time t are in the safe domain

y E (-1, 1) contribute to p* (t), trajectories that crossed the safe domain bound

ary at times T E (0, t), are not accounted for the reliability function Wb(t).

Consider o:~P(t) and o:~P(t), as approximate estimates for the rates of

barrier crossings of the thresholds y = ±l. Then, a sufficient condition on

o:~P(t) and o:~P(t) such that inequality (5.32) is satisfied is given by

(5.33a)

with

,B+(t) = P*~t) I: ifp(l,i;,t)di; (5.33b)

,B-(t) = - *1() /00 ifp(-l,if,t)dif. (5.33c)
p t -00

This result may be shown by noting that from Section 5.4.1, p*(t) is given

by

(5.34)
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From (5.22), (5.33a) and (5.34) it is implied that for a~P{t) and a~P(t), satis

fying equation (5.33),

(5.32)

A consequence of this property is that the Poisson approximation for the

crossing rates a+ (t) and a_ (t), may under certain circumstances violate the

condition (5.32). Recall that, based on the Poisson approximation, the crossing

rates, a+ (t) and a_ (t) are given by

a+(t) = loo yp(1, y, t)dy (5.35a)

a_(t) = - /_°00 yp(-1,y,t)dY. (5.35b)

In particular, for the calculation of the conditional probabilities p+ and p-,

the Poisson approximation produces a solution that violates relation (5.32), as

illustrated in Figure 5.10. The poor performance of this approximate method

may be attributed to the transient nature of the problem and the non zero mean

of the response process (y, y). In most problems of random vibration related to

the first passage problem of type-D barrier by a zero mean process, the Poisson

approximation gives conservative results for the reliability function. For this

reason, it is suggested that the applicability of the method should be limited to

these cases.

With respect to the transient nature of the problem, it should be pointed

out that the crossing of the thresholds y = ±1 is expected to occur during the

first period of oscillation of the linear system, as suggested from the results

presented in Section 5.3. In the approximate solution scheme presented in this

section, it is assumed that the crossing rates a+(t) and a._ (t), are given by

(5.36a)
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a_(t) = _ *'"1() /0 yp(-l,y,t)dy, (5.36b)
p t -00

with 12: 1. It can be shown that in this case, the condition (5.33) is satisfied. By

substituting (5.36) in (5.30), the estimates for p+ and p- are obtained. Equation

(5.30) is integrated numerically from t = 0 to t = T*, where T* is defined such

that

(5.37)

In Figures 5.11a and 5.11b, the results produced by this approximate solution

scheme are compared to numerical simulation results, for the cases ~g =0.50

and 0.25, respectively, and for '"1 = 1.15. Very good al~reement between the

results produced by the two methods can be noticed for most values of model

parameters.

From the results illustrated in Figure 5.11, a strong dependence of p+ Ip

on both the characteristic frequency and strength of the excitation is observed

for the case of a narrowbanded seismic excitation (~g = 0.25). For broadbanded

excitation, a weaker dependence is noticed. A weaker dependence on the fre

quency content and strength of the excitation can be also observed for cases

correponding to wg/wo > l.

Finally, the dependence of p+ Ip- on the probability density of the initial

conditions, xg(O) and xg(O), should be pointed out. From the results illustrated

in Figure 5.12, it is noticed that by setting E[xg(O)] and E[xg(O)] equal to zero,

the approximate method produces very poor estimates for p+ and p-. It is

suggested that even if the excitation is a zero mean process, the conditional mean

values, E[xg(O)] and E[xg(O)], are different than zero, an.d strongly dependent

on the frequency content of the excitation.
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5.4.5 Numerical results for drift statistics.

As shown in Section 4.6.3, for t ~ Tez , the mean square value of the drift is

approximately given by

(4.90a)

By considering the approximate expression for the correlation factor, given by

(4.64a),
p+

A ~ - (4.64a)
p-'

an expression for the mean square value drift increment per cycle, Sa;, is ob

tained as
p+

Sa; = vy-QoTo, (5.38)
p-

with Vy, Qo, p+ and p- given by equations (5.14c), (5.7), (5.30) and (5.36).

The results for Sa;, obtained by the approximate method introduced in this

section are illustrated in Figure 5.13a and 5.13b, for bandwidth of the excitation

~g = 0.50 and 0.25, respectively. Comparison with the corresponding numerical

simulation results, indicates a good overall agreement between the two sets of

results. It is observed that the approximate method gives a maximum error of

50% for the RMS value of the drift, in the case of small inelastic response or

for values of wglwo > 1. These errors are attributed either to the equivalent

linearization estimates for the velocity statistics, or to the simplified expres

sion (equation 4.64a), for the correlation factor A. Nevertheless, the solution

scheme presented in this section represents a first attempt to calculate transient

drift statistics for the random reponse of an elasto-plastic system, and can be

considered a good approximate solution for the problem.

The results illustrated in Figure 5.13 provide information regarding the

influence of excitation parameters on the drift response. It is suggested that
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the mean square value of the drift depends primarly on the total energy of

the excitation and on -thecharaeteristic frequency around -which the energy is

distributed. By contrast, the bandwidth of the excitation does not appear to

playa very significant role. This can also be observed from Figure 5.14, in which

the influence of the bandwidth of the excitation is examined, by comparison to

the results for c5u; obtained for ~g = 0.25 and 0.50. A dependence on ~g is

observed only for large values of wg/wQ.

Equation (4.90a) can be used for the calculation of the transient RMS value

of the drift response. The expected time of first yield occurance, Tez , is given

by

(5.39a)

where Wez is the reliability function associated with the first passage of a type-D

barrier level at Iyl = 1 by a linear oscillator initially at rest, and subjected to

an excitation model given by equation (4.1). In this case, (y,y) is a zero me~n

stochastic process, and as shown in the Figure 5.15, the results produced by the

Poisson approximation are in very good agreement with the simulation data, and

can be used as estimates of Te:r,. In Figures 5.16a and 5.16b, two examples for

the transient RMS value of the drift obtained by the solution scheme described

in this section, are illustrated. The transient solutions are compared with the

equivalent linearization results described in Section 4.3, and the corresponding

simulation data. It can be concluded that for durations of excitation Til > Tex ,

the approximate solution scheme can be successfully used for the prediction of

drift statistics, while for durations Til < Tex , the drift RMS value is accurately

predicted by the equivalent linearization technique.

Of great interest for the damage analysis of hysteretic structural systems is

the dissipated hysteretic energy, Ep • In the case of an elasto-plastic system, it

can be shown that the normalized expected value for Ep is linearly divergent
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with time, and is given by

(5.40)

where 6Ep is the normalized mean dissipated hysteretic energy per cycle, and is

equal to

(5,41)

In Figures 5.17a and 5.17b, the results for 6Ep predicted by the approximate

analytical solution, are illustrated for bandwidths of excitation ~g = 0.50 and

0.25, respectively.

5.5 Conclusion.

Based on the analytical results obtained in Chapter 4, an approximate solution

for the random response of elasto-plastic systems has been presented. It has been

shown that the probabilistic structure of the drift response is determined by the

stationary probability density, Pg;y(x,y), of the velocity, X, and of the elastic

component of the displacement response, y. It is suggested that there is no need

for the consideration of an associated linear system, as was previously done by

Karnopp (39), Vanmarcke and Veneziano (40), Grossmayer (41) and Ditlevsen

(42). By formulating the problem in terms of the variables x, x and y, very good

estimates for P:i:y (x, y) are obtained by standard equivalent linearization.

By contrast with other available solutions, the method presented in this the

sis is not limited to the calculation of yield increment statistics. By introducing

the correlation factor, A, it is shown that the RMS value of the drift response can

be calculated from the yield increment statistics. Because an analytical solution

for A is practically impossible to obtain, an approximate relationship between A

and the transition probabilities, p+ and p- has been established. The transition

probabilities, p+ and p-, have been defined as the transition probability from
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one inelastic state to another, and are calculated in Section 5.4 by an approx

imate solution of the related first passage problem. A new procedure for the

evaluation of the mean rate of yield occurance, Vy, is also presented in Section

5.3.

Transient RMS values of the drift, predicted by the approximate solution

introduced in this Chapter, are found to be in very good agreement with simula

tion results. It is suggested that, for small durations of the stochastic excitation,

response statistics may also be calculated by equivalent linearization. By con

trast, for long durations of the excitation, equivalent linearization fails to predict

the linearly divergent behaviour of the mean square value of the drift.

Based on the seismic excitation model introduced in Section 2.3.4, it has

been shown that the drift statistics are strongly dependent upon the total energy

of the input and on the characteristic frequency around which the energy is

distributed. The bandwidth of the excitation appears to influence the drift

response statistics only for the case corresponding to large values of wg/wo,

Finally, the applicability of the approximate method for more complicated

seismic excitation models, obtained by filtering a white noise excitation, is sug

gested. The stationary yield increment statistics are then obtained from equiv

alent linearization, following the procedure developed in this Chapter.
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Chapter 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The objective of the analysis presented in this thesis is to determine the fea

tures of the hysteretic response of structural systems subjected to strong seismic

excitation. The analysis is based on system and exitation models presented in

Chapter 2. The nonlinear structural constitutive relation. is modeled by a non

deteriorating multilinear hysteretic system. By formulating the restoring force

in terms of additional state variables, a higher order and. history independent

equation of motion is obtained. In particular, for the case of a bilinear hys

teretic system, such formulation enables the decomposition of the displacement

response in terms of the elastic and inelastic components, while the additional

state variable corresponds to the elastic deformation of the structural system.

Because of its influence on the drift response, consideration is given to

the modeling of the excitation frequency content. It is shown that commonly

used stochastic excitation models are not able to accurately represent the low

frequency content of the earthquake spectrum. For this reason, a stochastic

excitation model obtained by filtering a white noise signal through a second order

linear filter is used in this thesis. The model is able to represent the low frequency

content of the excitation, while the characteristic frequency, bandwidth, strength

and duration of the seismic excitation are simply described in terms of four model

parameters.

The following issues have been addressed in the body of this thesis: 1) the

nature of hysteretic response behavior; 2) the influence of the structural system

parameters on the response; 3) the influence of the frequency content of the

excitation; and 4) the comput~tionalaspects of the problem.

In order to fully understand the hysteretic response behavior it is appro

priate to express the displacement as the sum of the elastic component of the

displacement and the drift of the structural system. In all of the cases examined,
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the elastic component exhibits a narrowbanded response corresponding to oscil

lations at the natural frequency of the system. In contrast, the drift response

depends upon the features of the hysteretic system. The bilinear hysteretic

model is of particular interest and importance because it reveals the asymptotic

properties of any nondeteriorating hysteretic system for the case of elastic and

strong inelastic response. In the case of a bilinear hysteretic system, the na

ture of the drift response depends upon the parameter £to, corresponding to the

asymptotic stiffness of the system for large d~flections. It is shown that in the

case of stationary excitation, when 0:0 > 0, stationary solutions of the displace

ment and velocity response are obtained. Alternatively, for an elasto-plastic

system, Le., £to = 0, the mean square value of the drift response is linearly di

vergent independent of the excitation frequency content. For this reason, the

two classes of structural systems are treated separately.

In Chapter 3, the method of generalized equivalent linearization is used in

the analysis of systems exhibiting hardening behavior and accurate estimates

for the transient and stationary RMS values of the velocity and displacement

response are obtained. It is shown that for an excitation with no zero frequency

content, the low frequency content of the displacement response, cannot be pre

dicted by equivalent linearization. As a consequence, the method fails to predict

the linear divergent mean square value of the displacement and drift response

in the case of an elasto-plastic system. It is important to note that equivalent

linearization has a dual interpretation; 1) as a linearization of the equation of

motion; or, 2) as a Gaussian closure of the associated F-P-K equation. In Chap

ter 4 it was shown that under stationary stochastic excitation, the drift response

of an elasto-plastic system can be approximately considered as Brownian mo

tion. As a consequence, the drift process is approximately Gaussian distributed,

which suggest that accurate results obtained by equivalent linearization, even
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for the case of a nearly elasto-plastic system, may be attributed to the Gaussian

closure interpretation of the technique.

In Chapter 4, a new approach is followed in the analysis of the elasto-plastic

system. The problem is formulated in terms of the drift, defined as the sum of

yield increments associated with inelastic response. The analysis is based on

the properties of discrete Markov process models of the yiE!ld increment process,

while the yield increment statistics are expressed in terms of the probability

density of the velocity and elastic component of the displCl.cent response. Using

this approach, an approximate exponential and Rayleigh distribution for the

yield increment and yield duration, respectively, are established. It is suggested

that, for duration of stationary seismic excitation of practical significance, the

drift can be considered as a Brownian motion. Based on this observation, the

approximate Gaussian distribution and the linearly divergEmt mean square value

of the process, as well as an expression for the probability distribution of the

peak drift response, are obtained. The validation of these rl~sults is accomplished

by means of a Monte Carlo simulation study of the random response of an elasto

plastic system.

The analytical results presented in Chapter 4 also suggest that yield incre

ment and drift statistics can be calculated from the probability density P:i:y (x, y),

of the elastic deformation, y, and velocity response, x. Based on these results, an

approximate solution scheme for the calculation of the response statistics of an

elasto-plastic system is introduced in Chapter 5. It is suggested that there is no

need for the consideration of an associated linear system, as was previously done

by Karnopp and Scharton (39), Vanmarcke and Veneziano (40), Grossmayer

(41) and Ditlevsen (42). By formulating the problem in terms of the additional

state variable, corresponding to the elastic component of the displacement, good

estimates for P:i:y (x, y) are obtained by standard equivalent linearization. Sta-
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tionary response statistics for the yield duration, yield increment, rate of yield

occurance, dissipated hysteretic energy and RMS value of the drift are then ob

tained, and found to be in very good agreement with the simulation results. It

is shown that the drift response statistics are strongly dependent on the nor

malized characteristic frequency and strength of the excitation, while a weaker

dependence on the bandwidth of excitation is noted.

Based on these results, it is suggested that transient equivalent linearization

and the approximate solution scheme introduced in Chapter 5 can be used in

the analysis of a large class of hysteretic systems. Finally, it is concluded that

the understanding of the behaviour of the yield increment process is crucial for

the understanding of hysteretic response behavior.
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Appendix A. APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION FOR THE SPEC

TRAL DENSITY FUNCTION OF A MULTILINEAR HYSTERETIC

SYSTEM SUBJECTED TO FILTERED WHITE NOISE EXCITA

TION. SOLUTION BY EQUIVALENT LINEARIZATION.

Consider the equivalent linear system associated with the hysteretic model

analyzed in Chapter 3. For a duration of excitation T6 ~ 00 and if a stationary

solution of the covariance equation (3.8) exists, an expression for the spectral

density function of the displacement response x, can be derived of the form

(A.l)

where H:I: (iw) is the transfer function for the variable x, and ~aa is the spectral

density function of the stationary stochastic excitation aCt) corresponding to

the case T6 ~ 00. For the seismic excitation model corresponding to stationary

solution of the equations (3.1d)-(3.1f), aCt) is defined by

(A.2a)

(A.2b)

where e(t) is a zero mean Gaussian white noise signal with spectral density

function So/(21r). This is a special case of the model described by the equation

(2.17), corresponding to nl = 1, n2 = 2 and

(A.3a)

(A.3b)

The corresponding transfer functions are given by

(AAa)



(AAb)

given by
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H ( ' ) 1L ~w = ,
(w~ - w2 ) + (~w)2~gwg

Using equation (2.19), the spectral density function of the excitation, ~aa(w) is

4,.2W2b2w2 + w4 b2 co
~ ( ) ~g g 1 g 2 00 (A )

aa W = (w~ _ w2)2 + 4~;W~W2 (27l') . ,5

For the equivalent linear system governed by the equations (3.4) and (3.10),

the equation of motion is given by

n

Ii + aow~x + Box +w~ L a:.C2i4>i = -ii(t),
:'=1

and

(A.6a)

(A.6b)

The transfer function of the response variable x can be obtained in the form

or

where

n
1 (2 2) (.) 2~(' )aiC2iC4i

H ( . ) = aowo - w + zw B o + W o L- zw. C'
xx zw . zw - 3i

~=l

(A.7)

(A.Sa)

(A.8b)

(A.8e)

Following (A.l), (A.5) and (A.S), the expression for the spectral density function

of the stationary response variable x is obtained as

(A.9)
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Appendix B. DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS FOR THE RANDOM

VIBRATION OF A MULTILINEAR HYSTERETIC SYSTEM.

Consider the equation of motion for the general multilinear hysteretic sys

tem governed by equation (3.1):

n

X+ 2s"wox + aow5x + w3 L ~gd¢>i, x,xyi ) = 2s"gwgzg b1 + w;xg b2 , (B.la)
i=1

Zg(O) = xg(O) = 0 (B.ld)

and

(B. Ie)
i=1

Consider also the following transformations

r = wot,

and for Y > 0
I X g

x g = y'
I X

X =-,
Y

¢>~ = t,
I xy.

xYi = Y' for i = 1, ... , n.

Define

(...)' = d~ (...),

(B.2a)

(B.2b)

(B.2c)

(B.2d)

(B.2e)

(B.3a)

corresponding to differentiation with respect to r of the quantity in parenthesis.

By applying (B.2a), the following relation is derived:

(B.3b)
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From (2.6c), (2.6d), (B.2) and (B.3)

(BAa)

(BAb)

Substituting (B.2), (B.3) and (B.4) into (B.l), the equation of motion for x', x~

is derived as

(B5.c)

(B.5d)

(4)')' = g2(4)~, (x')', x~J i = 1, ... , n,

(x~)" + 2ig (::) (x~)' + (::) 2x~ = e'(r) E'(r),

(X~)(T=O) = (x~) (T=O) = 0,

(x')" + 2dx') + aox' +t aigl(<p~, (X')',X~.) = 2~g (wg
) (X~)'bl + (wg)2X~b2'

• I Wo Wo,=1
(B.5a)

(B.5b)

where e' (T) defined as

'( ) _ {I, if T ~ wOT3 ;

eT- 'f T'0, 1 T > Wo 3
(B.5e)

and e(T) is a zero mean Gaussian white noise process, with spectral density

SO/(W3y2). Based on equation (B.5), it is concluded that the following dimen

sionless groups

(Wot) , (B.6)

can be defined for the problem of a multilinear hysteretic system subjected to the

stochastic excitation model defined by (2.27). This excitation model corresponds

to the filtering of modulated white noise excitation through a second order linear

filter.
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Appendix C. SURVIVING PROBABILITY FOR A CONDITIONAL

RANDOM WALK WITH EXPONENTIALLY DISTRIBUTED IN

CREMENTS.

Consider a two-state Markov process F, corresponding to F = ±1 and with

transition matrix

p= (:~ ~~) p- >p+,

where p+ and p- are defined as

p+ = p(F(i) = IIF(i-l) = 1) = p(F(i) = _l\F(i-l) = -1),

p- = p(F(i) = l/F(i-l) = -1) = p(F(i) = _l/F(i-l) = 1).

Define zen) as a conditional random walk, such that

n

zen) = L d(i) F(i),

i=l

(C1)

(C.2a)

(C.2b)

(C.3)

where (d(i); i = 1, ... , n) are exponentially distributed and mutually independent

increments, or

(CAa)

(CAb)

and h( ...) the unit step function. For the case of zero start, symmetric with

respect to F, initial conditions

and

p(F(1) = 1) = p(F!1) = -1) = .!.
, 2

(C.5a)

(C.5b)

(C.5c)
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The survival probability of the process z(n), W~fl,), for crossing of the type-D

barrier at Izi = b, is defined as

(C.6)

The conditional transition probability density functions p(i) can be expressed as

(C.7a)

where p~i)(z) and p~i)(z) correspond to F(i) = 1 and F(i) = -1, respectively.

By applying (C.2), (C.3) and (CA), p~i)(z), p~i)(z) will satisfy the following

diffussion equations

and

with boundary conditions

and initial conditions

p(O) (z) = 8(0)

pP)(z) = !e-Zh(z)
2

p~l) (z) = !ez h(-z).
2

The survival probability is then given by

W~i) = Jb p(i) (x)dx.
-b

(C.7d)

(C.7e)

(C.7f)

(C.7g)

(C.S)
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The solution of equation (C.7) is expressed in terms of an eigenfunction expan

sion, as follows.

Consider a, Pi(Z) and P2(Z) an eigenvalue and th~~ corresponding eigen

functions associated with equation (C.7). Because of the nature of the problem,

(C.7) is asymptotically stable, or lal < 1, and Pi and P2 satisfy the following

integral equations

and

ap2(Z) = l b

e-(X-Z) [P+P2(X) + p-pi(x)]dx,

with boundary conditions

Pi(-b) = P2(b) = O.

(C.ga)

(G.9b)

(G.ge)

By differentiating (C.g) with respect to z, it can be shown that Pi and P2 satisfy

the following differential equations

dPi (+ _
a dz = P - a) P1 + P P2,

dP2 _ +
a dz = -P Pi + (a - P )P2'

or by differentiating one more time with respect to z

where

(G. lOa)

(C.lOb)

(G.lla)

(G.llb)

(G.lle)
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The general expressions for the solutions of equation (c.n) are

(C.12a)

(C.12b)

From (C.7),

(C.12c)

From (C.12a), (C.12b) and (C.lOa)

C
_ atJA1 + (a - p+)A2

2- ,p-

while from the boundary condition (C.9),

C2
C

1
= -tan(pb).

By substituting (C.13) into (C.14)

From (C.lS)

But (C.16) is a second-order equation in (tan(,Bb)) and for tan(pb) 1= 0,

(C.13a)

(C.13b)

(C.14a)

(C.14b)

(C.lS)

(C.16)

a,B(tan(,Bb))2 - 2(a - p+)tan(pb) - atJ = 0, (C.17)
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or,
a - p+ ± J(a - p+)2 + c.~2/j2

(tan(,8b)h.2 = af3 .

Substituting ,82 from (C.lIe) yields

(C.18a)

a- p+ ±p-
(tan(,8b)h.2 = 0:f3 - (C.18b)

Equation (C.18.b) gives two families of eigenvalues, satisfying the following equa-

tions

or
0:2

tan(f3zb) = -(hb b( _ +)'
a2 + P - P

respectively.

Both families will also satisfy the following equation:

(C.19a)

(C.19b)

(C.20)
0:12

tan(2,812b) = -2f31 2b b( • -+) ., • 2 O:t.2 + p- - p

For 0:, satisfying equation (C.20), the following relations for the coefficients

A1 + Ct = At [a + p- _ p+ _ o:f3tan(,8b)j = A z [0: + p~(]-)p+ - 0:,8] (C.21a)
p- p- tan I b

and

From (C.2l) it can be seen that for at, ,8t satisfying (C.19a),

(C.22a)

and

(C.22b)
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while for a2, (32 satisfying (C.19b),

(C.22c)

and

(C.22d)

It can be seen from the equation (C.22) that the family of eigenvalues satisfying

(C.19a) corresponds to even eigenfunctions, while the family satisfying (C.19b),

corresponds to odd eigenfunctions.

A solution for (C.19a) and (C.19b) can not be obtained in the general case.

In the analysis that follows, it will be considered that n is large, or that n -+ 00.

In Section 4.5.2 it was shown that

(C.23)

For barrier level b, such that

(C.24)

and for '"Y -- 0(1), a solution for the survival probability will be derived using

the eigenvalue expansion. Recall that

00

W~n) = L afci,
i=1

(C.25)

where ai are the corresponding eigenvalues satisfying (C.20). Consider the first

k such eigenvalues that are significant in the series expansion (C.25). Because

for i = 1, ...k, af -- 0(1), it is implied that as n -+ 00, ai -+ 1. But from

(C.llc) it can be shown that for i = 1, ... , k, {3i -+ O. Recall that

(C. lIe)
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Solving for ai,

(C.26)

or, for ai -+ 1,

p+ + p- VI + {J'f (p~-~+)
Qi = 1 + (J'f (C.27)

For {Ji ~ 1, after performing the calculations in (C.27), the following ex

pression for ai is obtained:

But ai, {Ji satisfy (C.20), or

t (2{J b) 2{J b a1,2
g 1,2 = - 1,2 2b( + - +) .a1,2 P - P

(C.27b)

(C.20)

and for aln) -- 00 and for I ,... 0(1), b -- 00 and the solution of (C.20) is

approximately given by

tg(2{Jb) ~ 0

or
t7r

{Ji ~ 2b'

By substituting (C.28b) into (C.27b)

and for b given by (C.23) and (C.24)

and as n -+ 00

(C.28a)

(C.28b)

(C.29a)

(C.29b)

(C.30)
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Equation (C.30) implies that for the first k significant eigenvalues( lXi, i =

1, ..., k), af becomes independent on nand p-, while depends only on i and /.

The reliability function is given by
00

W~n) = L afo"
..=1

(C.25)

Consider an approximate expression for W~n), obtained as a finite sum trunca

tion of (C.25)
k

W~n) ~ L aio..
i=1

and 0.. are calculated from tl1e initial conditions. The eigenfunctions

(2;+1) D (2j + 1)11"
P = 2j+1COS 2b Z

and

(2 ') 2j1l"
P 3 = D2 'sin-z

3 2b

(C.31)

(C.32a)

(C.32b)

are orthogonal on (-b, b), and for symmetric initial conditions, it is implied that

(C.33)

(C.35)

(C.36)

For zero initial conditions and after performing the calculations, the coefficients

D2i+l are given by
4 (_1)2i +1

D2i+1 =;: 2j + 1 (C.34)

Substituting (C.33) and (C.34) into (C.31) the approximate expression for W~n)

is obtained
(n) 4 ~ (_1)2i +1 _ (Z"'J'J

Wb ~ - L- e &"1 •

11". 2j + 1
3=1

Although (C.35) was obtained as a truncation of the related infinite series ex-

pansion, it can be considered that for large n, or for n -+ 00, the approximate

expression (C.35) will converge to the limit, or

(n) 4 Loo
(_1)2;+1. _i''';W ~ - e &"1

b 11" • 2)· + 1 .
3=1
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Appendix D. MOMENTS OF A WINDOWED GAUSSIAN DIS

TRIBUTION.

Define B(k) as

(D.l)

Now,

100 (x - m)2 100 (x - m)2
B(k) = xk-1(x - m)exp(- )dx + m xk'-lexp(- )dx.

o 282 0 282

(D.2)

By performing integration by parts in equation (D.2), it is implied that

or

with

B(k) = mB(k-l) + (k - 1)052 B(k-2) for k 2: 2,

B(O) = F 8 [1 + erf(~)lV"2 V28

( ) 2 (x - m)2 ~ . mB 1 = S exp(- ) + m -s[1 +eri:(-)].
282 2 V2s

(DAa)

(DAc)

(DAd)

Equation (D.4) gives a reccurant algorithm for the derivation of the moments,

B(k). As mentioned in Section 5.2., the yield increment statistics can be calcu

lated as a function of B(k).
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